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Legislative Goobledegookl
The Kentucky General Assembly is getting down to some serious business in Frankfort these days. As I read of the comings and
goings and the pronouncements olthe legislators I still cannot figure nutAvhaThappens to
their judgment when they become august lawmakers.

Standard Time For Twiii Cities
Seen As "Mess Of Our Lives"
were emanating from

they
West kentuckians — especially those of state of the other ... ,and yet
communities
that is vitally important in deus in Fulton, Paducah, and other
termining what the "home"
in the Purchase, are in for the biggest mess of time
is and what rate the call
an
ourselves
on
our lives this year if we find
Is to he charged. .
"islatiti" of slow time surrounded by "fast"
The potential confusion Wait
has no end. Our railroad sched(daylight) time neighbors.
ules will be an hour off; nearAnd according to reports this week from by airline connections will be
an hoer oft, and all of the
Frankfort, the legislature seems likely to vote majpr cities arlound us will be
Kentucky exempt from daylight time and on different time than we are....
the greatmake Us a confilsed, mixed-up island of stand- but the greatest hurt,
injustice, will be right here
ard time completely out of step with every one est
at home: one part of the community out of gear with the
of our neighbors.

Understand this is no—criticism of our own
area legislators, but somehow I don't think I'd
be fair to them if I didn't put on paper what's
on my mind.

_mitta maista

On Wednesday we received a letter from
Senator Carroll Hubbard advising us that he
had introduced a bill to increase the remuneration for jurors from $5 to $15 dollars a day.
Somewhere I read that Hubbard had also introduced a bill to exempt church-supported
and other financed orphanages from taxation.
More money for the benefit of favorite
taxpayers.
Then we learn that State Representative
Ralph Gravy is in favor of adding a new
judgeship to this judicial district, which means
another commonwealth attorney and of course
other administrative costs. More expenditures
from the revenue barrel.
Navv.Aliese_roatters of legislation may be
all right an -.we might or might nor6ein Uavor
of them, but what bugs me,is how both Graves
and Hubbard can add more expenses and still
be committed to a reduction in taxes, especially the sales tax, which Graves wants reduced
to four cents acrbss the board.
I certainly wish we could operate our
business that way. The way we do it, and so
do you, is to cut expenses in one corner so we
can expand•in another..
But ye gads, we certainly don't add more
,nf. tiefle curtailing our
expenses whilet
revenue. Wonder what kind of arithmetic they
teach these legislators when they take the oath
olroffree.
As for the judgeship we call your attention to an advertisement on page six of this
isste. Representative Graves ought to take another look at his committment on this matter.
Well,the following letter ought to cut out
at least one silly argument for keeping or removing the HI ole red caboose that looks like
tts decaying away on Lake Street.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD •
135 East Eleventh Place, Chicago Minois
January 7, 1970
Dear Jo:
Your December 4 editorial concerning the
"caboose controversy" at Fulton has just come
to my attention. Because I well remember
when the IC caboose was first locatedon Lake
Street in Fulton, perhaps' your city fathers
will appreciate an expression from the railroad
about the caboose.
Illinois Central's feeling about the fate of
the caboose is correctly expressed in these
:words from your editorial:". certainly there
will be no repercussions, or insult to the Illinois Central Railroad." As you so thoughtfully
point out, the railroad does not predicate its
business on such matters as whether Fulton
does or does not keep the old caboose.
The Illinois Central and Fulton agreed
that the caboose would be a tourist attraction.
This was a long time ago and perhaps conditions have changed. However, the decision is
Fulton's.
Sincerely,

PROPOSED
t

FULTON

HALL

C I ,T V

FOLTON

KENTUCKY

A DREAM OR A POSSIBILITY: This is an architect's drawing of a proposed new City'
Hall for the City of Futton. It was designed by Boyce A. Ross of Paducah many months,
ago. Mayor Tripp said that he will display the drawing at every Commission meeting to
add impetus to Commissioner Bob Craven's hope and dedication that someday it will be
built. Mayor Tripp plans to appoint a "new City Hall" study group at the next meeting.

Tripp Asks For 'Machinery'
To Clean Up City's Eyesores
Twenty-three items on the agenda of lila
Fulton City Commission's regular meeting
Qi 400.ut 47 minutes Monday
night.
Except for the fact that Hassell Williams
was named assistant chief to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Guy Perry there
were no surprises as to the persons who will
constitute the "new" official family. Perry has
been appointed parole Officer-for the State of
Kentucky.
A significant action at the to re-appoint Warren as city
meeting was the questioning of
City Attorney James Warren
by Mayer Nelson Tripp regarding the matter of legal machinery on the city 'statutes,
making it mandatory for property owners to clean up unsightly areas, especially after
a fire.
Tripp interrupted the motion
by Commissioner Charles Gregory and seconded by Commissioner Charles Rolbeft Bennett

attorney.
Warren replied that there are
ordinances on the books to
force property ewners to clear
up their premisis when they
become eye-sores to the city.
However. Mr. Warren said,
that in the past twelve months
little action had been taken because enforcement might tend
to create an attitude of discrimination among 'citizens on
the part of the city.

The Fulton Beat
by the

Inquiring
Reporter...

Fulton Circuit Court will conelbe at Hickman, Jan. 26, with
Judge Wood Tipton on the bench
and Joe Johnson as the new
Fulton County attorney.
The January term will be a
three-weeks session, with the
grand jury meeting at Hickman
06 the first day, then moving
to Fulton Jan. 2'7.
The trial docket will open at
Hickman on Wednesday morning, and continue at Fulton the
following Week beginning Menday, Feb. 2. Civil cases will be
hoard on the third week.

Charles E. Wilgus, representative of Local 264-American Grain Millers Federation,
was bound over to the action of
the grand jury Tuesday morning on a charge of carrying a
concealed deadly weapon. The
charge, of public drultenness
was continued.
„
Ildhertis was arrested
on
January 1 by Fulton police officers, and was released under
$1000 bond, following aprellmlure -hearing 'et.-etty -Gaut.
Autorney Joe Freeland of
Paducah represented Minos.

"We have been holding up on
enforcing the ordinances hoping that many preferred citizees will comply to the ordiance. In order not to show
discrimination we are holding
op on the violations of the less
affluent people."
Again, the matter of Bill
Fenwick's claim against the
city for certain, conditions affecting tite city's flood control
projects,-lorated on the old
DeMyer farm, now owned by
Fenwick, were held over to
another meeting.
In other action by the Corn.
mission, it was voted to replace
the Juror benches in the Circuit
Court room with chairs, as requested by the court. It was
reported that theatre seals
have been donated by Nubbin
Bizzle„and they will be repadded and covered at a total cost
of approximately $175.
The Mayor also reported that
the City is operating without
an acting City Manager at present, and that investigation is
being made toward locating
someone to fill the post.
Re-named -to their office last
night were fames Warren, City
Attorney. Catherine Berryman,
City Treasurer, Barbara -Rice,
City Clerk, Richard Myatt,
Chief of Police, Glenn Williams,
Fire. Chief, - Billy Meacham,
(Continued on pegs 8)

other part simply because of
Students living in Fulton and a capricious legislature. Of
commuting to the University Of the 49 States within the conTennessee at Martin will have tinental United States, only
to get up at 5:30 a.m. in order one--Arizona—has inflicted
to have breakfast and make such punishment on itself.
It in time for ant a.m.class
Does Kentucky have to be
because that will be only 7:00 the only t'odd-ball" state In
a.m. Fulton time,
the eastern two-thirds of the
And that's only the beginning Nation? Are we going to have
of the confusion in this ridie- to apologize to every out-ofIlitIOUS -- miller. We have al- 8tate visitor this summer when
ready 'covered potential postal he enters the State- only to - distribution and dispatch head- discover that it's out-of-step
aches . in our front-page "In- with every place he's been...
%Wing Reporter," but let's and is going? Should our leglook at the headache the local islators deliberately ASK for
confusion,.
telephone company will havetif the headaches,
the Fulton exchange (servingjuffled tempers and had taste
this general area plus all of that is sure to be generated
South Fulton (Tenn.) and Duke- with the hundreds of thousands
dom (Tenn.) has to operate On of visitors that we have been.
two "times" within itself. Tele- trying to build • Our thriving
o tourist industry for?
:Od
hazgep.mat 5an
agraain
tesatc7
As far as we can-see,-there
again at '7:00 a.m. Ron Laird
.'aird may
maY be a few faint solutions
local South Central Bell man _ to the problem, outside of .
ager, tells us that it would defeating the curreat bill in
require a major overhaul of the general asse mbly of Kenthe local long-distance switch- tucky. On one hand, an authboard if outgoing calls hid tobe ority states that "the Departseparated todetermine whether
(Continued en page 6)

Suit To Test t Eighty-unit Housing
Validity
iN
Of Complex Planned
Tax Election
A hearing has been granted
on January 27 in the Fulton
Richard Myatt, executive director Of the
Circuit Court in the case of
Housing Authority is in Atlanta
John Sullivan, et al., class Municipal
plaintiff, vs. the. Board
of this week for a final review of the new 80-unit
Education of the Fulton Inde- public housing complex proposed for Fulton.
pendent School district involving the question of the valiWhen put into construction,
(
dity of the special -school tax hopefully in about ninety days, 'Mr. Myatt reported on More
election held here October 21, the new units will bring the day that he was in constant
1969.
total number of public housing conferences in Atlanta on WedCity nesday going over every minThe hearing is legally nec- availabilittes to 180 in the
ute detail of the 80-unit conessary in order to obtain a of Fulton.
The 80-unit complex, design- struction. Barring any unforjudgement from the Court on
the validity of the recent elec- •ed to accomodate 32 elderly seen circumstances the Project
tion, and is a usual procedure persons and 48 other families should be approved and conwill be built 'in the Hillview struction started this Spring.
before selling the bonds.
To date the housing program
on property beAs stated in a notice by the Hospital area
Reed contains three sites in WestCircuit Clerk on page 6 of this longing to the E.
a'o o d, Eastwood -and Oak
issue, "any citizen, resident Estate.
They will contain units con- Heights. A name for the new
or taxpayer of the Fulton Inproject has not been
80-unit
dependent School District has taining from one large efficithe right to intervene and be incy accomodation to four- designated,
The handsomely decorated
bedroom units.
heard."
The new units will cost over and functionally constructed
$1,000,000.00 and will be bring units range in rent from a
HOLIDAY TRIP
to over $2,000,000.00 the value minimum of $25 e month, with
Mrs. Gene Owens spent the
the occupant paying the elecholidays wiht her daughter, of public housing in the city. tricity consumption, to $30 a
Connie, who is a student at East The housing complex is not month with utilities
furnished.
Lansing Community College in subject to normal assessment
Mr.' Myatt said: "The housfor property taxes but pays a
East Lansing, Michigan.
sum in the neighborhood of ing program of the city is one
$2000 in lieu of taxes each year. of the finest developments
The "in lieu" payments are ever to come to Fulton. The
based on the number of rented units seem to be.filling an imunits and the occupancy ex- portant housing need in the
(Continued on page 6)
periences.

Mrs. Bertie Howard, A Lady Of
Strong Spirit Is Laid To Rest

Cliff Massoth
Director of Public
Relations

Circuit Court To Labor Leader Bound
Open January 26 Over To Grand Jury

For Fulton and South Fulton,
-4 the situation will be nearly
Intolerable. Consider these
cases: stores in Fulton will
open at 9:00 a.m. DST and close
at 6:30 p.m.; sports events,
dinners and evening activities
that usually start about '7:00
p.m. will be at 6:00 p.m. ifthey
are held in South Fulton and you
or they
.live in Fulton
will be at 8:00 p.m. if they are
held on the Kentucky side of
town and you happen to live in
South Fulton; when its noon in
South Fulton it will be only 11:00
a.m. in Fulton; parents living in
Fulton and working in Obion
County plants or South Fulton' places that begin work at
7:00 a.m. will have to be on
the Job at 6:00 a.m. Kentucky
time (how are they going to get
their children's breakfast and
get them ready for school at
that hour?) Parents living in
Tennessee and working in Kentucky places of employment
won't get home until practically
all the Tennessee stores are
closed.

OW

Joe Treas. Postmaster
Question: What effect do you foresee in postal
service in this area if Kentucky goes back to
standard time this summer, while the rest of
our neighbor states continue on daylight time?
"In the first place, of course.
"Our last dispatch out of
the postoffice here will go by Fulton for the Paducah secwhatever "time" the postoffice tional center leaves daily at
department tells us to, and 5:46 p. m. If the postoffice sets
chances are that will be de- their clocks forward an hour
termined in Washington. Postal (to daylight time) in April, and
connecting channels are a Kentucky does not, that means
closely-integrated national net- our last dispatch daily will
work set up on close time- have to leave here at 4:45
tables, and if we are going to p. m. Since the airlines will all
give goad enviers, we have to set their clocks forward to dayall observe the same time- light time, and since postal
tables.
(Continued on page 6)

Mrs. Bertie Meacham Howard, 92, life-long resident of
this area, died Sunday, January
11 at 9:10 a.m. at the Haws
Memorial Nursing Home after
an extended illness.
Within the past decade Mrs.
Howard had been in failing
health, yet such a debility did
not diminish her interest in
life or her deep and dedicated
devotion to her family. Though
this reporter became acquainted with Mrs. howard shortly
before Mrs. Howard became
70 years of age, that first impression of her as a gracious
lady, reminiscent of the charm
and tradition of the Old South
remained until she passed away
quietly this pest weekend.
Even within the past few
weeks, when she attended the
Christmas party at HawsMemorial Nursing Home, she was
still that dainty and wonderful
lady, attired in those soft and
delicate robes that were so
characteristic of her grooming through all of her life.
This is not to construe that
her appearance of lavender and
old lace matched her spirit.
Alas it was a contradiction,
for Mrs. Battle Howard possessed an indomitable spirit
sornewnat nnehereekieistic of
the role of womanhood in her

day. For how indeed could she
have been one of the few women
ever to serve on the Board
of Stewards of the Methodist
Church.
Even in the last few Months
of her active and beautiful life
she talked of going home and
getting well. She wanted to be
always where her heart was,
with her family, her friends
and her church.
She has left a heritage of
her own strong spirit to the
annals of thu area's gracious
living. She was a great lady
and we shall miss her,
Mrs. Howard was the oldest
of eight children of William R.
Meacham
and Sara McDade
Meacham; four brothers, and
two sisters having preceded her
in death. The only survivor GUATEMALA, HERE WE COMEI Bob Bay, representing of
of that family is the youngest the
Retail Merchants Committee, hands two free trip tickets
member, her brother, Dudley
— plus 6200 in cash — to Mr. and Mn, James Webb, Fulton,
Meacham. ,
Mrs. Howard was born May and the Webbs were off this week for a glorious visit to
14, 1877, in a house in Graves
sunny Guatemala. The trip was won last September when
County, built on the same section of land purchased by her the Webb's name was drawn at the conclusion of a local progreat grandfather, John Joseph
motion sponsored by the retail merchants, but they *lotted
Meacham in 1806.
to wait For wintry weather before basking in the sunshine of
She was married to Lynn
Thomas Callahan June 17, 1896e Central America. Their young son Curtis, who stayed at
Six children were born of this /same, enema to
be pondering "How could they do this to
marriage, tyre of whorn-Seldon
and Ruth-died in eadyjnott- 'mar ..• er he may has. been wondering "Daddy, how's
(Continued on page 6)

a
Musings From

FLIIIAIff
Peace Is More Than A Promise, Ills
Creative Purpose Of God, Monitor Says
The Board of Directors of The
Christian Science Monitor, one of
America's great newspapers, at
Christmastime published its views
o• the much dicussed matter of
ace and War.
The editorial is so thoughtprovoking we believe you will be
more than interested in reading it.
We take pleasure in reprinting article in its entirety.
Here it is:

Jesus of Nazareth went forth to
conquer the last enemy, death,
with all its concomitants—hate,
pride, greed, fear, lust, anger, selfwill, despair, deceit.
These are also the elements
of aggression and war, and each
individual who prays for the extermination of mass warfare must
pray for the extinction of thitse
elements in his own heart and
mind. But he cannot stop there.
He must put his prayers into action.
But first he must believe that
alternatives to war do exist. Of all
the enemies 'of the human race,
perhaps none is more deadly than
despair. The acceptance of a savage spiral of violence and counterviolence, reprisal and counterreprisal, can be broken only by
those who have more faith in the
Capacities of man than in the compulsions of matter.
There was a time when slavery was accepted as an inherent
part of the nature of things. Today
men are still "enslaved" in various ways — by their own habits,
but chattel
among other things
slavery as it existed only a century ago has virtually disappeared from earth. Men saw that it
need not exist.
The founder of this newspaper, Mary Baker Eddy, has
written in this connection:"A few
immortal sentences, breathing the
omnipptence of divine justice,
have lbeen potent to break despotic fetters and abolish the
whipping-post and slave market;
but oppression neither went down
in blood, nor did the breath of
freedom come from the cannon's
mouth-L-ove is the-liberator -Until love is established as
the supreme law of human action,
conflicts of various sorts are likely
to remain as deeply troubling element of international life. There
will be trade rivalries, ideological
clashes, tribal feuds, sovefeignty
disputes, border tension, colonial
and imperialist ambitions. But
these can and will be settled by
means other than killing—as the
overriding necessity for doing so
is first accepted, then acted upon.
We are not doomed helplessly to
blunder into extinction.

Peace is more than a promise.
It is the creative purpose of God
accepted in the mundane affairs of
men. It is the structure of things
as they are actually meant to be.
Throughout history it has
been assumed that war is inevitable. Conflict seems to be built into the very foundations of the
n race
physical universe. A h
trapped in a natural order a.t•,war
with itself might well seem doomco to ultimate self-destruction.
And today the poised instruments
of total war suggest this doom as
an imminent threat.
Across the threat cuts an invincible conviction. It is as old as
the good news of Christmas, as
new as the dawning recognition of
millions that war as an instrument
of national policy is obsolete. It is
the conviction that man is more
than a bundle of neural impulses
inherited instincts, and tribal prejudices, destined to act out a brief
and futile role on a minor planet.
It is a glimpse, in fact, that man is
the son of God.
There is something wonderful
abroad in human thought today.
Whether or not men use Christian
or even religious terms, they are
resisting the suggestions that the
self-destruction of the human race
is inevitable. If humanity can put
the moon beneath its feet, it can
put war beneath its feet — immeasurably harder though the
latter task may be.
The promise lies in the recognized fact that peace is the condition of humanity's survival. And
— the Christian might add — that
it is the natural condition of man
as revealed through the Prince of
Peace.
No compulsion forces men to
opt for doomsday. Centuries ago a
clear warning issued from a land
That was the promise of the
now wrecked with violence that
whosoever took the sword should first Christmas. It is reinforced
perA by the sword. Then, at the today by new awarenesses, ultianguished hour of approaching matums, insights. Peace is no
orucifixion, the compelling assur- longer a luxury or a mere option,
ance came forth, "Be of good but a stark Imperative. It is the
cheer; I have overcome the divine fact of being, to be discovered and demonstrated by each of
world."
That overcoming took place us individually and translated colwhere it must always take place lectively into the increasing reign
first: in individual consciousness. of law, resulting in worldwide
From that point of inner victory freedom and justice.

Evidently Some GI's Don't Appreciate
A Nice Soft Job When They Get One
Does a GI broadcaster in the
Army have a right to publicly
criticize his superior officers when
his view on policy matters differs
with theirs?
Of course he doesn't . . . and
any fool that tries such a thing
naturally has to suffer the consequences, as a couple of knuckleheaded young radio broadcasters
named Lawrence and Sinkovitz
found out in Vietnam this week.
The two broadcasters on the
Armed Forces Vietnam Network
publicly took issue with Army
policies in the theater and were
promptly relieved of their jobs.
The fact that they reportedly had
Secesed - class postage mild at Fulton, Ky. 421141
Summar et various wookly papers in Fulton
Me Arse If which was fisunded in Int
Published IlVerg Thereday if The Year at 200
INPIONI, Ky. 42011
Cesemential
Weed ene of Kesstuchy's "Bost All Abound"
!Melt' Palters-

ejAddress aN

nsall (subeeriptieres, change rif ad.
dress. Perm's 3170) Ai Peet ONle• Sent IV
Pulliam, Ketshrcky 1311$1

"professional journalism experience" evidently gave them the
notion that they were civilians
and could say what they wanted
to. We wouldn't be surprised if
the Army decided that they could
be made professional truck drivers just as well, although this
week's news commentary cover,
ing the event didn't say what
their new duties would be.
To some of us ex-GI's, such
juvenile mouthings, while not
new, are still stupid as ever.
While mamas and grandmamas at
home don't understand it or realize it, the Army overseas has to
live by rigid rules or everything
could soon be bedlam for the
troops. A commanding general is
held responsible for every single
thing his troops do in his area of
operations, including their morale. If he finds that a couple
of his Spec 5's start inciting unrest
and unhappiness to add to his
other problems, he'd better get rid
of 'em quick, and that's what happened to Lawrence and Sinkovitz.

your town, nearly
Writers now talk about the Green or
quarters of a century
"generation gap" as if it were three
something brand-new, maybe a later,
HEADS BENT LOW
product of our own hectic days,
Think how many times we oldwhat with Vietnam War, moon sters have had to change in our
A stooped old man and a young man
as
far
So
such.
voyages, and
sixty or seventy or eighty years(
I can tell from a long life and Tart ihout generation
Chanced to meet one day:
OW
of reading, there has al- Why, I have personally had to
lots
The young man said to the elder.
ways been a generation gap. adjust to conditions every few
In his usual braggart way:
Aid why not? If parents are years, so maay times that my
old enough to be parents, they own early years often seem as
"Why don't you walk up straight like me?
are bound to have had younger strange to me as they must
That's no way to grow old:
days that differ from those of seem to my children and grandIt's all a form of habit.
And it would children. Writers of sensationtheir children.
be very rare parent who would oil articles about youth In revolt
At least that's what I'm told."
or could look upon the world probably rarely think about how
in the same way as do hts child- many times Pap or Grandpap
The old man gave him a knowing look,
ren. Just what the writers are has had to adjust to things that
And said,"My dear young friend,
writing about sometimes puz- he had never dreamed of in his
Have you ever examined your wheat fields
zles me. Do they think we old- earlier days. It is
almost
sters should have remained more than any mind can work
And noticed the heads that bend?
old.mough out when you stop to think of
teen ager :n•
If not, just look them over
to vote, so far as our thinking it: the horse or mule was a sort
is concerned?
As the harvest time draws nigh.
of standard of things in my
Seriously, though, there are youth,
Places not accessible
You'll find the heads that are empty
some good reasons why we are by walking had to be reached
Are tall and standing high.
now living in an age that poses by using horseflesh or mulethis problem far more than it flesh.
That had widened our
"But the heads that count in the harvest
ever was in any other age that world, it is true, but how small
what was common and quite the a world our new one was as
Are filled and bending low
in our lives as young measured by our
thing
present-day
Awaiting the reaper's sickle
people are seemingly as far standards. Recently my wife
away from now as would hive
Their time is short, they know."
and I, in order to see the early
been the lives of the patriarchs. fall
And as the young man passed on by.
colors, drove a little over
When you come to think of it, a hundred miles one Sunday,
He slowly bowed his head;
the main purpose of this column,
getting very far from
never
in its going-on-35 years, has
No doubt he pondered many a day
home base. As late as 1927
been an effort to bridge some
On the thing the old man said.
I had to take a boat to reach
gaps between Fidelity at the
one of the places we visited, and
turn of the century and Bowling
it took half a day for a steamUnknown
boat going down stream to get
me there. No boats were acyears, Mr. Ackley provides a than the apostle Paul's; few cessible after my evening spenon-technical, quick reference authors anywhere have been ech; hence I had to wait until
FULTON'S
read. But few the next morning to get started
for every gun owner whether he more widely
is hobbyist, home workshop man modern readers know much a- back home. A daring young
manr how his fellow with a T-model Ford
a
as
Paul
bout
or occasional sportsman.
personality developed; how he said he would get me back home;
THE PLAN-AilEAD COOK-- lived, what his contemporaries it took us all morning to make
BOOK, by Ceil Dyer. This felt about him. John Pollock the twenty-five miles: we had
BY LUCY DANIEL
cookbook shows you how...by has written a book filled with to ferry a river and creep over
buying and cooking more that the drama of that life. Every roads that would have been unLAST MAYDAY, by have ever wanted to go into enough for one meal and stor- word of dialogue comes directly sure walking for a mule. In
THE
my many years of studying birds
Keith Wheeler. This is the business for yourself, this book ing or freezing the leftovers from the Scriptures.
and people in the Mammoth Cave
story of an international crisis is for you. It describes in properly you can prepare suSILVER
GUIDE
AND
orGOLD
for
through
I have lived
area
perb meals quickly and effortand the incredble series of detail the procedures
by Maurice M. several ages of roads and disevents that provoked t..athrll- ganizing, beginning and con- lessly. Delicious recipes are TO COINS.
amateur
inthe
For
and
Gould.
business,
ideas
small
a
exciting
ducting
novel
offering
a real
be
to
used
suspenseful
It
tances.
given,
ing,, tense,
col- adventure to
over the
get
about an awesome peacetime" offers helpful advice on avoid- for an imminse range of left- terested in starting a coin
desbook
unique
this
cause
lection,
twenty-five milesfrom my front
over foods.
confrontation between America ing pitfalls which so often
cribes every facet of coin col- door to the edge of what is now
potentially good business ven and the Soviet Union.
lecting...the values of rare and the park. In fact, I used to go
tures to fail.
THE HOW AND WHY OF comm n coins, how to recog- on the train up to Rocky Hill,
MIND DRUGS, by Margaret
nize them, the tools of num- transfer
to a buggy, go to
0. Hyde. Drug use and drug
HOME GUN CARE AND RE- MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS,
abuse have become a fact and PAIR, by Parker 0. Ackley. by Harry Walton. No matter ismatics, listings of numisma- Brownsville, and have to wait
to
how
and
tics
associations,
macknowledge'of
until the next day to make
a challenge. LSD, marijuana, Assuming the usual equipment what your
beverages are any man has around the house, hines is, you'll understand and find reputable dealers.
proper connections to get back
and alcoholic
Walton's
by
to Bowling Green by or before
well-known examples of drugs the author covers the import- be fascinated
THE BOOK OF GAMEAND noon.
which can influence a person's ance of understanding the rifle, descriptions of the six basic
THE
ENTERTAINM11'
levthe
behavior. Today many teen- shotgun, and handgun before mechanical elements.,
agers from all types of back- advising about doing any work. er, the pulley, the wedge, the WORLD OVER, by Marguerile
-Now distance is not the onlY
into
grounds are experimenting With— In his lead-off discussion about screw, the wheel and axle, the Ickis. TM book 'brings
the important thing that has caused another
these drugs. In this timely rifles he defines clearly the inclined plane-and how each has focus some of
and entertainment of the gap between people. Long after
from several types
book experts
of actions and rifle been developed, refined and ap- games
and I began my career as a college
ingenious world in which children
fields write about the effects barrels, discusses cartridge plied in endlessly
and have fun, teacher, Warren County alone
participate
adults
countries.
all
of
men
by
ways
drugs.
of mind
specifications, and simplifies
Much of this material is root- had 3500 people who were teenthe importance of headspace. In
past and reflects agers or older who could not
Pol- ed in the
BOW TO START A MONEY the precise layman language THE APOSTLE, by Johnmore
read and write. Education, new
the character of the country
MAKING BUSINESS AT HOME, that has made his reader ans- lock. Few names are
inventions, travel, a thousand
originated.
it
which
world
In
Western
the
in
familiar
the
you
If
by Laura Robertson.
by which people have
ways
wer columns nrized over
learned about other places besided the ones they can see from
Little Ann Williams, daughter of Mr. and
their front yards have pushed
the
in
patient
a
is
Jr.,
Williams,
farther
into the background the
Clyde
Mrs.
FROM THE FILES:—
ways we used to know. If the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
very young think we are old
codgers, that is natural. Maybe we are, but in becoming
Mrs. H. M. Khourie and daughter, Jackie
this sort of living fossil we
of Petoluma, Calif.. are the guest of her dauhave had to change of ten and
ghter. Mrs. Fred Homra and family on Norsometimes almost violently to
from being left completely
keep
man Street.
out of our little world that has
so lately widened its bounds.
20 YEARS
The writers seem to feel most
40 and 45 YEARS AGO
sympa'hy for the very young,
January 16, 1925
Joseph Harold Frankum, 29-year-old
we oldsters need a bit of sympathy, too, for we have had to
employee at the BrOwder Milling Co. has been
The Tobacco association of Fulton hand- give
up most of what we used
appointed South Fulton chief of police. He
led 4,500,000 pounds of the 1922 crop and 5 to be and to have.

urn* Back The Clock

succeeds Parker McClure, who has held that
office the last four years.

Charles Gregory, famous minstrel end
man, horseman, civic leader, hail-fellow-wellmet gent of Fulton County has been appointed general chairman of the West KentuckyTennessee Horse Show, Bob White, fair preSident announced today.

Administration forces have beat down a
movement led by Rep. Harry Lee Waterfield
ID-Clinton ) o delay action on Gov. Earle Clements' $131.000.000 budget bill.

million pounds of the 1923 crop. A receiving
barn 140 x 150 is now under construction to
give better services to members.
Mary Garden and a cast of 250 will formally open the new million dollar auditorium
in Memphis next month.
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Leiters To Editor
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mr.and Mrs. Westpheling,

The new short skirts for women have cut
the number of accidents in boarding and
alighting from trains, street cars and curb
stones, eliminating the possibility of tripping
on one's own skirts, claims one authority for
their defense.
Januaty 17, 1930

For "outstanding and loyal service" to
the Young Men's Busjness Club during the
past club year, H. P. Arlen and Raymond Stallins were presented the Key Award at the
meeting held on Tuesday night.

Mr and Mrs. M. L. McDade announce
the, marriage of their daughter. Mary Nell to
Mr.'Hendon Wright on January 4th in Cairo.

W. L. Holland,.Superintendent of Fulton
City Schools left Wednesday for Bowling
Green and Louisville, to attend a series of
meetings held in the interest of securing a
larger State appropriation for educational
purpose.

Flood waters cover a large territory this
week, with the lower Ohio valley facing the
worst flood conditions since 1913; high water
around Hickman has forced 300 families to
move: backwaters of the Obion creek have
flooded great sections.

Patsy Merryman, 15-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Merryman, has been
awarded a $25 Savings Bond as the first prize
winner of the Soil Conservation Essay Contest, sponsored locally by Reed Brothers Feed
and Seeds of Fulton.

Engineers are surveying the FultonDukedom road preparatory to laying down a
hard surface.

The Fulton Homemakers Club have a
queen. Mrs. H. G. Butler was recently nominated by the club to represent the Fulton
Club on "Queen of America" contest conducted by the Queen for a Day Program and sponsored by the WKYB station in Paducah for
the Kentucky contestants,
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Editers and Publishers
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Dr. C. W. Curlin has purchased property
at 3rd and Park Avenue and will establish a
hospital there.
The following were re-elected in the
Farmer's Bank: A. Huddleston, President; I
H. Read, vice-president; A. M. Nugent, cashier: G. W. Lane and D. W. Smith, assistant
cashiers and Miss Clarice Powers, bookkeepPT.

I am glad you reminded me
that my subscription to your
wonderful paper had expired.
I enjoy getting it very much;
one thing Is Jo's notes. You
believe in anything and you
stick to what you believe. I
don't suppose you would know
me if you were to see me, but
I know you by sight and reputation.
Nt,#, I will tell you how I
look, I am a little old woman,
82 years old and have a snowcap for my hair. I weigh Wu
pounds and enjoy living. Now,
how is that"'
I am enclosing $3.00 in payment for your paper another
year. Thank you for letting me
take up your time.
Your Subscriber,
Ora L. Davis
Fulton, Kentucky
Route 4
January 12, 1970
Mrs. Westpheling;
May we take this method to
give you our personal Thanks,
for the wonderful way you wrote
the report of our Mother's death
and the facts pertaining to her
life. We so appreciate it very
much.
We would also like to thank
all the nice people for their
many acts of kblesiess during
her long illness.
Thanking you again,
The Family Of Mrs,. Amy Lowe
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/ Letter From Washington

Nancy Cook's Column
By Mrs. Marlowe Cook

By Mrs. John Sherman Cooper

I was at Mrs. Cooper's home
when the telephone rang and
when I answered a voice said,
"I am sorry to hear that there
has been a death Lithe family."
My husband's mother died two
days after Christmas at the age
of 91.
Indeed it was not only a death
in the Cooper family, but also
the loss of a landmark in Somerset and Pulaski County. Mrs.
Cooper was born on a farm
which at that time was in the
country, but is now just on the
outskirts of Somerset. She went
to Somerset High School. She
was the only girl in her class
to graduate and was Valedictorian which pleased her immensley. On one of John's recent visits home, she had recited parts of her valedictory
speech.
As she was bright and pretty,
she soon attracted the attention of the young school superintendent, John Sherman Cooper. After a proper courtship,
they were married
and the
family prospered, Mr. Coopee,
a farmer and lawyer, waselected
Pulaski County Judge,
Chairman of the Kentucky railroad Commission and was the
Republican leader of Eastern
Kentucky, while Mrs. Cooper
raised the family of seven children. In 1924, Mr. Cooper died.
His eldest son, John Sherman,
was called home from Harvard
Law School to help his mother
and the family.
These were hard times in
Pulaski County and for the
Cooper famity who had to sell
their home, and change their
way of life. During all of that
time, he remembers his mother

• Miss Foster
unored At

never complained or seemed
frightened of the future. One
day, after the younger children
were out of high school and in
college and without having
mentioned it to him, she told
him that she had gotten a Job
teaching Fifth Grade at Parker
School, as she wanted to be
active and to help with the
younger children's education.
She was forty-eight years old
and she taught until she was
715. There is scarcely anyone
I have ever met in Somerset
who didn't tell me they had
been Mrs. Cooper's pupil and
how much she had meant to
them when they were in school.
They in turn meant a lot to
her as she kept up with their
lives, their children, their
grandchildren. She
was always so pleased when they
sent her cards and letters, and
she remembered them with presents in their times of happiness and with notes in their
times of sadness.
Until Mrs. Cooper retired as
a teacher, her life Was spent
almost completely in her own
country. But as a teacher, at
intervals, she attended college
for four years. She was a
constant reader and kept up a
large and lively correspondence
with family and friends. After
her son was elected to the
Senate, Mrs. Cooper widened
her field. She used to come to
visit him and his sister in
Washington. She spent hours
sitting in the Family Gallery
listening to the debate and made
friends with anyone who knew
John and I
her son. After
were married, she would come
and spend two weeks with us

each year, and her interest
and appetite for all things po-,
litical was amazing and her
energy far greater than mine.
Ten years ago she had a fall
and wasn't able to travel any.
more. But despite this, she
was as strong-willed and concerned with everything about
her, as she was when she taught
school.
All of her family were in
Somerset when she died. She
wanted to have the funeral service in her own home. We were
all at the house answering the
telephone and trying to arrange
the explosion of bright flowers
that arrived through the snow.
Both Sunday and Monday there
were an emending stream of
visitors from every walk of
life coming to pay their last
respects. Governor and Mrs.
Nunn from Frankfort, Governor Chandler from Versailles,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wright and
Fred Wachs all came from
Lexington and many, many,
others, on e day when you
hand
could hardly see your
before your face. Well over
a thousand telegrams and letters poured into her house.The
service was simple and digniwas
the oldest
fied. She
member of the First Baptist
Church of Somerset. The eongs
"How Firm a Foundation" and
"Rock of Ages" expressed her
strength.
All of the family believe that
she would have liked the service. No one had forgotten her.
INCENTIVE
Words of encouragement are
the best tools that can be given
the youth of our nation.

Dr. Sparks Yields To Co-eds;
Resident Hall To Remain

Mrs. Rodgers

Miss Anita Witherspoon Marries
Charley Rodgers In December
Miss•Anita Witherspoon became the bride
of Charley Rodgers in a candeligfit ceremony
at the Water Valley Methodist Church, Saturday, December 20. The Reverend Danny Underwood performed the double-ring ceremony
at 4:30 in the afternoon.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. J. H.
•
Witherspoon and the. late James Hsi Witherspoon of Water Valley, Ky. The !room is the
enn.
son o rs. ary unning am o •

ly found the large peac h-colorell .sion of Handel's ," Messiah" was
velvet .batt decorated with sev- given by the choir. They truly
sprigs
of goldenrod, filled the room with the Spirit
eral
pearls, and a gold label read- of Christmas! When the “Halins "Kentucky." '
lelujah Chorus" was sung,Car-Every column in the foyer oline and Nan decided the room
and wide hall was wrapped with was meant for such as this,
red velvet ribbon which was Each of us enjoyed this deplaced under roping of green- lightful holiday.
ery. Massive poinsettias gave
COOKS TOUR CARIBBEAN
colorful warmth to the rooms. Several weeks ago Marlow
On the large ivory wall of the and I were asked to be part of
East Room opposite the en- the group representing the
trance was a magnificent 18th United States at the British
century Italian creche. A deep Commonwealth Parliamentary
blue backdrop set off the del- Conference- in Trinidad. We
icately carved wooden figures. joined Betty and Bill Fulbright
The girls and I were taken with as the Senate representatives;
the beauty of the marvelous Congressman and Mrs. Sherexpression and fine detail of man Lloyd of Utah, and C%'.
each figure -- the Holy family, gressman and las. tsonard
the three Kings, the Shepherds Farbstein of New York, reprearid -animals. The whole creche senting the House of Represenwas encased in an ivory arch tatives. We all had been Invited
and very artistically lighted, as observers.
It WRS in this lovely setting
The participants were reprethat all the guest gathered to sentatives from every country
hear a musical program pre- connected with the British Comsented by the New York Avenue monwealth.
It was interesting to find that
Presbyterian Choir. The President and Mrs. Nixon arrived the topics of the meetings were
and were followed by Julie and the same issues we have in the
David Eisenhower. Tat Nixon United Stater -- the Vietnam
looked radiant in a red cos
,War, juvenile and integration
tume suit and Julie carried out problems. Marlow was glad to
the picture with a bright green have a chance to clarify the
wool dress. A very fine per- President's Vietnam policy to
formance of an abbreviated ver- this group.
The wives of the representatives were most interesting
ladies'-from a variety of countries -- Canada, Australia,
Nassau, British Guiana, Rhodesia, Newfoundland and others.
These ladies were warm and
friend6,-- interested in their
men, children, homes and COUR - tries. I was amazed by their
view of world affairs.
broad,
The appointment of fOur Fulton County residents to leader- They had more of an - awareshipl posts in the 1970 'Heart ness of the interdependency of
Fund drive has been announced countries than most Americans
e
They especially feel a
t
hraiv
by fornier Governor Edward :
ates.
y
feel
they are: Miss Denise Wiley, Whatever happens here they
to serve as Hickman Heart will directly affect their coun-

Shelia Owens Heart Fund
Says Thanks Workers Named
To Homefolks By Breathitt

Shelia Owens. daughter of
-Dr. and Mrs. Shelton Owens,
first runner-up in the Fulton
County
Junior Miss Pageant
sent out a word of thanks
toda to r•
town friends.
Shelia entered the contest
man was Gary Fulcher of Fat- when the winner Miss C. A, S
Chair
as Hm
ieaam
n; an
m,
viuta
ndaye
a
I especially remember
Business
ton
White, of Hickman, was unable
The mother of the bride wore to participate In the Mate-wide Gifts Chairman; Mrs. Charles conversation with a lady from
an aqua coat and dress ensem- pageant.
Poynter, as Hickman Coffee Newfoundland whose' ,husband
•
ble with matching accessories.
Here is Sheila's message: Day Chairman; and Mrs. Rich- was a lawyer and local public
She said, "We watch
FULTONIANSofficial.
.Cyce Special
The mother of the groom wore
you Amerieens closely. I know
THANK YOU
a green two piece suit with black
Chairman,ms
ard
EventsAda
OT all the support
Bletherg=X
,
gave
accessories.------Bo
Both
pport Youa
The month-long Heart Fund no one islperfect, but we exw
in Louisville; I drive starts February 1, with a Pee- you to be perfect." This
wore a corsage of white cyrn- me last week
can only say Thank You. I re- statewide • Coffee Day benefit'la' an overwhelming challenge
Mum orchids.
__Immediately following the calved 21 telegrams, LO cards event scheduled for Februalw and huge responsibility for -us.
ceremony a reception was held and letters, and flowers from 3, A house-to-house soliciat the home ofthe bride. Assist- Fulton. You will never know tation will be conducted la
co
st
br
t uatrha
ing in serving were Mrs. War- how muchthese remindersfrom Hear
unin
ne
y t22:,
Het Spn
datye,
n Fe
ren Johnson, Mrs. K. P. Dalton, my friends back home help,
Mrs. Harold Puckett and Mrs. me go through each exciting year our more than 47,000 volunteers collected a total of over Rita Adams of Fulton is
Charles Curtis, Mrs. Robert day.
Witherspoon and Mitts Jan Cur- The Kentucky Junior Miss $500,000 in contributions to pledging Alpha Gamma Delta
tis
presided at the guest Pageantis an experience I shall support Heart's major projects social sorority at Murray State
never forget and you made it in the fields of research, com- University.
register,
For her wedding trip, the the memorable week it was. I Munity service and health ed- Miss Adams, daughter of Mr.
bride wore an off white knit am proud to represent Fulton ucation." The 1969 Fulton and Mrs. James T. Adams of
two piece suit trimmed in County, Fulton High School and County &eat was $1,349.95. Route 3, is a freshman home
orange and brown, The couple the wonderful town of FULTON. Breathitt added that "We hope economics major at MSU. She
now reside near Union City, sThehanlisk
hi yeexapr,
ec
.,t to do even better will be initiated into AG D in
Owens.
Tennessee,
this
February.

The wedding vows were exchanged before an alter flanked
Yielding to an "espirit de jiressed by the tradition ropre- by
&airs that I was net ratty airare 'stinted by• the'objecting coeds: andAvp white Christmas trees
,10
greenery- twined around
of until now," DrXilarry M. - "'They want to remain toMiss Roma -foster, bride Sparks, president of Murray gether as a community in Wells candelabra, with garlands of
King, was State University, has reversed Hall," he said of the women greenery draped through the
. , elect of James
honored with a gift tea at the a decision to close the oldest there, "because they obviously altar rail. The family pews were
inbows.
Wilson residence hall on the campus feel a closeness to each other marked with white satin
Deward
Mrs.
home
of
„
Preceding the ceremony,a proon Sunday, with Mesdames Wil- for the spring semester.
that is not always present in
gram of sacred and traditional
son, Jimmy Bivens, Edgar Bell,
A group of five or six coed dormitory situations."
Darrel Wilson, and Glen Starks residents from Wells Hall met
Wells Hall, the third oldest • nuptial music was presented_
by
Foster
Mrs. -num Male, Church
Miss
as co-hostesses.
with him shortly before the building on the Murray State
chose a pink crepe for the oc- Christmas holiday break and campus, was „firer occupied in Organist. The traditional wedcasion and was given a white appealed for reconsideration of the fall of 1925. It is named ding marches were used.
The bride was given in marcarnation corsage by the hos- the plan to close the dormitory for Dr. Rainey T. Wells,Second
riage by her brother, Robert
tesses.
at the end of the first semester, of the five presidents in the
from the
served
Witherspoon
of Louisville. She
were
Guests
Dr. Sparks said he met with school's history.
„7.
dining table covered with a Miss Lillian Tate, dean of woDr. Sparks indicated the stu- wore a gown of white satin
lace cloth over blue, centered men, after talking with the group dent service center plan for trimmed with rows a Irish
, with a flower arrangement of and that Miss Tate recommend- Wells 411 would probably in- lace daisy chains. The chapel
ivory and blue, depicting colors ed that he reverse the decision. elude diirdical facilities,guid- length train with daisy chains,
flowed from an empire bodice,
,.. of the wedding to be solemized
In announcing the change to- ance and counseling service,
January 31. Gifts were dis- day, he commended the group academic counseling, speect accented by a pink velvet ribbor
- played as friends and relatives of young women for their con- and hearing center, eventually forming a bow in the back.
long full sleeves were
called between the hours of duct and noted that he took the a reading &ink, and perhaps The
two and four in the afternoon. action because "their reason- a floor for use to house over- gathered at the wrist with a
deep pointed cuff. The
high
night guests on the campus.
Mg was sound."
neckline was encircled by two
He said work will begin at
Coeds living in Wells Hall,
LOCAL WRITERS HELP
rows of daisy chains. The
--- • Fifty writers over the state which can house as many as the close of the second se- fingertip veil of illusion, was
of Kentucky,including four from 286 women, would have been mester with the expection of attached to a Juliet cap
fash.„ Fulton, contributed articles for forced to move between semes- having the service center ready ioned of white Irish lace daisies.
' the Sequicentennial Edition pub- ters to other dormitories on by the beginning of school next She carried a cascade of white
• lished by the Jackson Purchase the campus. The students who fall.
gardenias and pink rosebuds,
There are six women's res- centered
., Historical Society and printed met with Dr. Sparks said they
with a white orchid,
considered the action unfair idence halls on the Murray
F"- by the Mayfield Messenger.
Mrs. Carlton Ferguson, sis° Those from Fulton are: Jo because the more desirable State campus with a total ca- ter of the bride, was matron
Byrd rooms in the other residence pacity of 2,027 and one under
Hunter
Westpheling,
of honor with Miss Dorothy
Whitesell, Mrs. Ruth R. Wil- halls were already taken,
construction that will house Brame of Wing°
serving as
Dr. Spanks said he was im- another 396 women.
liamson and Oudia Jewell.
bridesmaid.
The attendants
wore empire gowns of burgandy
velvet trimmed in pink satin
with off white lace and short
puffed
sleeves. The headpieces were of burgandy velvet bows under pink illusion
veils. They carried largenosegays
of gardenias, pink rose".•(:41.
buds and
long
velvet bows
adorned with burgandy veiling.
Dear Ann Landers
If you
Tracy Ferguson, niece of the can get me out of this, you are
bride,
was
the
flower
girl.
Her
know
it's
my
own
a magician. I
Two Murray State University
choirs will present a concert dress was identical to the at- fault, so please don't give me
Sunday, Jan. 18, in the Uni- tendents. She carried a basket Hail Columbia. Just help me.
I'm a quiet person who minds
verstiy Auditorium, beginning decorated with pink velvet bows
her own business and stays to
at 4 p.m. and under the dir- and lace.
Attending
the
groom
as
best
herself,
but I let the woman
rection of Robert Baar, since
next door get too friendly. I am
1951 a member of the Murray
so sick of her big mouth I
State music faculty.
could screrim. I used to wonThe
sixty-voice
Murray
der how women could visit durChoir will present three early p
ing the day and still get their
songs and four contemporary
housework done. Now I know the
songs:
answer. These slobs don't do
"Exsultate Deo" by ScarPam Clifton of Water Valley any housework, which is why
lotti; "Agnus DO" by Morley; has been elected telephone comthey have so much time to
"lo Piango" by
Marenzio; mittee chairman for the newly
"Benedictus"
by Paladilhe; formed Order of the White Rose pester those of us who do.
What really makes me fur"Drop Down" by
Murray State University. ious is the way she brings all
Cassler, at
and "Lo! How A Rose E'er
Psalm 98e
The Order of the White Rose her cooking and baking mistakes
Blooming" and
is an auxiliary organization for over here for us to eat. I'm
both by Distler.
girls
lavallered, pinned, en - fed up with her burned stews
The 175-voice Murray Chor
overseasoned
spagetti.
us will present "The Requiem" gaged, or married to a roam- and
that
by Maurice Durufle.Soloists for bar of Sigma Nu social Ira- Yesterday it was a pudding
"Here's
"The Requiem" will be Mrs. ternity. It was organized Nov. didn't }ell, She said,
tonight.
I
must
your
desert
for
Margaret Porter, Murray so- 12.
have left something out but it
prano, and Prof. Adrian KetchMiss Clifton, daughter of Mr. tastes fine, Mink it."
um, baritone, a member of the and Mrs. Brown Clifton, Is
a
Please, Ann, tell me how to
State voice faculty.
freshman nursing major.
YOUTHFUL INTERESTS—Mrs. Marie Humphries, Murray
cool off the friendship withJohn C. Winters, an
out
chairman of Kentucky's Commission on Women, also ciate professor of music assoslamming the door in her
at the
face. She has made me so
▪
an ardent booster of youth, awards an "Every Ken- University since 1948, will be
THE SKIMMER
nervous I yell at my children
tuckian Counts" pin to Denise McCrystal, of Harrods- the organist.
Home
Today's big money ceases to and
am nasty to my husband.
burg, the state's entry in the Junior Miss America
There will be no charge for be big money after the tax col- Heipl --- Trapped In My Own
pageant.
lector speaks his pie.
piece.
the concert.

Tea

Rita Adams Ple,d?ing
Murray U Sorority

Dear Ann Landers.

Murray Choir
Will Present
Concert Sunday

Pam Cli ton Is
hone Ch rman

.4

The White House is at its
eary best Abia.holiday-season.
It tends to resemble a museum.
But it is certainly alive and
glowing now.
We, as a family, Were invited to a Christmas musical
service. As we entered the marbled Great Hall, a huge fir
Christmas tree centered in the
room was startling. It was elegantly decked with white candles and large pastel ornaments
of---velvet, satin, and some of
handblown glass. Each sconce
and chandelier contained red
candles; every
mantel was
adorned with boughs and ornaments, the doorways and mirrors were all roped in greenery.
We were welcomed in the
foyer by Connie Stuart, Mrs.
Nixon's staff director, and also
by Lucy Winchester, the First
Lady's social secretary,aKentuckian, who was standing in the
hall.
Each state had ist own ornament, decorated with pearls,
brilliants, and its own state
flower, Teenage sophistication
did not hamper the curiosity
of Caroline and Nan,(Caroline
Cook who is 17, and Nancy
Cook, 15, are two of the five
Cook children,) to find Kentucky's ornament. They gleeful-

Go to your
Dear Trapped
doctor and let him tell you you
Inform
your
rest.
need more
friend of the doctor's orders,
Tell her you must lie down at
frequent intervals and that she
can't come over uninvited anymore. Say, "I'll call ,ou when
I'm feeling better." And when
you ARE feeling better and think
perhaps you ought to give her a
call, 'Nest to be nice," take
out this column and read it
again.
Dear Ann Landers: I was
interested in the study you cited
recently which showed an unusually high achievement level
of children
born to young
mothers and old fathers. (Especially male children.)
I am currently involved in
another study which explains
this fac Mating "phenomenon."
The reason the child Is precocious and tends to be an
achiever is because the mother
feels closer to the child than
to her husband. Consequently,
she spends an inordinate amount
of time with him.
The child, as a result of this
close relationship, may be an
achiever, but he pays for his
acetevement in other ways. He

im- ment but he couldn't afford it
is usually emotionally
his,any more and moved into the
mature and hung-up on
mother. This makes him a poor beautiful, large home of an
candidate for marriage. Better older woman who is very rich.
Mom should have married some- She is a widow. Some people
one in her own group and not say he is renting a room but
have the kid turn out to be a nobody ever saw rent receipts.
high school
superstar. Please keep plugWe realize
ging for everything in its own teachers in Virginia are underseason. --- Turn Turn Turn paid but what do you think about
this? --- Head Of What's What
Dear Turn: Your assumption
that the young mother spends
Dear Head: Not that it's realan inordinate amount of time ly Your business, but maybe
with her son because he is your geometry teacher has discloser to her age than the old covered a new angle.
••• *
gaffer she married may or
may not be true. Some of these
Is alcoholism a disease? How
young moms spend an inordinate can the alcoholic be treated? Is
amount of time with young there a cure? Read the booklovers. Each case must
be let "Alcoholism -- Hope and
judged separately,
Help," by Ann Landers. En•• • ••
close
351 in coin with your
Dear An Landers Our ge- request and a long, stamped,
ometry teacher
is groovy, self-addressed envelope.
great looking and not married.
Ann Landers will be glad to
He used to live in an apart- help you with your problems.
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News From Our
Boys In The

FARM NEWS
BY
Joe Martin, COSMO

SERVICE
Navy Aviation Structural Mechanic Second Class Jack H.
Easley, of 510 Smith St., Fulton, Ky., was graduated from
the advanced Aviation Structural course at the Naval Al?
Training Center,
Technical
Memphis, Tenn.
During the course he learned
blueprint reading and drawing,
basic electricity, publications,
material procurement, aircraft
maintenance and material management.
Also included in the course
E the inspection and
was weldin,
repairing Of nonmentallic aircraft, and the maintenance and
repair of aircraft flight control systems of aircraft.
Graduation from the course
gives the senior aviation structural mechanic the theoretical
and practical background necessary for the performance and
administration of his rate.

Agent

BEEF CATTLE FEEDING
If you are interested in WINTERING, GRAZING,and FEEDING beef cattle - you should be
interested in attending a special
three (3) day beef cattle feeding short course.

is
a big ted and finished. Be sure to
MANAGEMENT
problem not only for home- check the fit of necklines for
appearance
and
makers but all people. Each comfort
individual has the same amount whether you purchase the garwdy-to-wear
is
difference
how
the
the
from
ment
of time,
each one manages this time, or construct yotAt. own. The
The cattle feeding meetings
The big bottleneck with most shape of the neckline can actwill be held for Northwest Tenpeople is time planning. They ually make your face and neck
nessee Cattlemen in the Farm
plan more things than they can appear fuller, thinner, more
Bureau Building at Dresden OP
possibly do in the time they round or square, Your face
Friday, January 16, Friday,
have. Do you know how long and neck, your figure, and the
January, 23, and Friday, Janof garment will inU takes to do certain tasks? type
uary 30.
Most people do not know how fluence Your choice.'.-CattierKy.
A wide range of topics in
Hickman,
an
in
hour
can
do
they
Thompson,
much
me C.
regards to cattle feeding will
or day or how long it 42050 Phone 236-2351
takes•
•
.
•
•
be included in the school rangto do the job. Are we spreading all the way from cattle
Frozen meat may be cooked
mg ourselves too thin so that
feeding systems, quality silage,
are done in- with or without thawing. Frozen
tasks
some
of pine trees on his
marketing, buying feeder cattle,
adequately? Do some tasks take meat takes about 1-1/3 to 1Mr. Kaufman ex•mines his fine stand
feed additives, to feed storage
More time than necessary?-- 1/2 times as long to cook as
community.
Brownsville
the
in
farm
and feed lot layouts.
Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, thawed or fresh meat. When FARM SCHOOL
possible, frozen meat
Mayfield, Ky.42066 Phone: 247- ever
Farm
County
wrapits
in
The Obion
thawed
be
should
2334
School was started with a bang
pings in the refrigerator and
people
last week when 225 farm
INVESTED INTERESTS: It's cooked soon after thawing. Howball that de- ever, thawed meat is no more
attended and 130 Obion County
not a crystal
registered for the 1970
unfrozen
farmers
than
future
for
financial
the
termines
perishable
Everett, CourtFT. MC-CLELLAN, ALA.
Farm School. We always haves
you and your family! It's plan- meat.--Pat
ConR.
Iva
Ky. 42025 Dec. 30 - Private
Benton,
goal of 100 farmers to enroll
fling a sound investment pre- house,
Today Kaufman has a fine and everyone concerned with the
ner, daughter of Mrs. Beatrice
Do you have an old eroded
gram NOW, with the woman-of- Phone 527-6601
pine and locust trees
of
stand
Crutchas
1,
unsightly
Route
is
Conner,
that
role
greater
hillside
school is well pleased that this
A.
the-house playing a
eight well as unproductive? It so, growing on what was once a was excelled by 30 at the first
Two-thirds of the world's field, Ky., completed
in seeing that it's both practical
a
above
hillside
eroded
the
bare
at
meeting.
why don't you do something
and workable.--Barletta Wra- population live in underdevelop- wfeeks of basic training
Center. about it! Wilford Kaufman of large pond. The pond was elDuring the session scheduled
ther, 209 Maple St., Murrayr ed countries where food sup- Women's Army Corps
sediment from the
with
17.
Wig
Dec.
Ala.,
did
Community
McClellan,
to
sufficient
Ft.
for next Monday night, January
the Brownsville
Ky. 42071 Phone - 753-1452 plies are not
it.
• • • ••
High
S.
Central
U.
She received instruction in something about the one he had erosion above
19, at Obion
satisfy hunger. The
Now the gullies have been School, Dr. Sidney McDonald,
neckline of your gar- Farmer markets most of what Army history and traditions, eight years ago.
The
are
and
trees
the
by
stabilized
VetUSDA
Tennessee and
ments is a frame for your face, he grows,retaining only a small administrative pr oc edrres,
timber and fence
producing
ernarian will bring us up to
As such, it should be a suit- part of his produce for home military justice, first aid and
protected
posts. The pond is
date on the Hog Cholera Eradable and attractive frame mak- use.--Maxine Griffin, Federal field training.
• ROUTE THREE from
fill-up with mud. The trees ication Program, Bangs EradKy. 42031
mg your face, "YOU" the cen- Bldg., Clinton,
Mrs. Aline Williams
wildlife a place
provide
also
ication and other diseases our
ter of interest. You may need phone 653-2231
to live and hide and furnish local livestock industry is conFT. HAMILTON, N. Y. (Altto do some studying to find what
a windbreak during cerned with such as Anaplascattle
his
Wilson
Cl
Ray
what
and
-**Private
types of necklines
Mrs. Nell Winstead has been the winter.
After frosting a cake are TNC)
mosis.
neckline shapes are most flat- you bothered by a messy serv- Jr.. 22, whose mother and wife, sick with a cold this past week
Farmers are eligible to re- WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE A
osilitging to you. Experiment to Mg plate? Try placing four Jackie, live on Fifth Street but is better now.
l
planttree
on
sharing
cost
ceive
STEAK
d out what is becoming to you. strips of paper slightly under Highlands, Fulton, Ky., comIt seems everyone has seen
as well as other conserWhen you sit down to eat
Magazines, a mirror, different your cake to protect edges of pleted a four-week chaplain en- about all the ice and snow we ing
practices from the USDA, a steak, stop and think of what
vation
technician
assistant
Your
and
necklines,
listed
shaped
care about but then we must Agricultural Stabilization and
he plate. Frost and then gently
at the Army
went into it. About 11 pounds
friends can help you decide, remove the
strips. You'll course Nov. 11
admit it is beautiful as we look Conservation
The
Service.
Ft. Hamilton,
School,
of corn, four pounds of hay
Chaplain
However wise your choice,
cleanout over the fields.
thud of the quick
Serfro
Conservation
Soil
USDA
15°and two pounds of protein supthe effect will be lost unless
Many have told me their water
ss frosting -Pat N. Y.
on
up of
assistance with
thee
plements.
During the course, he was pipes in their houses have been vice furnishes
neckline is correctly fitCourthouse, Benton,
work.
According to livestock peoskills needed to assist frozen through this cold spell. design and layout
Ky. 42025 Telephone 527-6601. taught
in his
For your Conservation Pro- ple, figure it out this way: a
the Army chaplain
We had a couple of days of the
and
moral
mission to serve the
blems, call the SCS Office in 10-ounce steak represents 1.3
same.
Would you like to know how
spiritual needs of the individual
their Hickman, Ky. today! Phone 236- pounds of carcass beef, or about
called
churches
Several
your
money
for
most
the
to get
soldier.
2.2 pounds of live steer. Since
church services off Sunday on 2418.
when you go shopping? Or how
in thc
included
Subjects
account of the slick roads.
The News takes pleasure in to make a slip cover for a
and
fppm history
Mrs. Claud Rozzelle has had
wishing these friends happy chair in your living room? Or course range
missions of thig chaplaincy and her children and their families
Birthday,
how to put a new plug on an
to
leadership
of
fundamentals
January- II: Jimmy Curley appliance cord? Or how deep
with her this week for the funcombat operations and military eral of her son Claud , Jr.
and Joe Holland; January 12: to plant tulip bulbs?
funerals.
and
weddings
M'Iford
have all 'returned to their
and
They
Hodges
Deborah
Then the University of Kenhomes. We wish them a safe
Extension
Jobe, January 13; Judy Connell; tucky Cooperative
trip.
January 14: Ed ,Neeley, Rev. Service can help you. The x51oCoe3Z5) NAPLES ITALY
Mr. and Mrs. Everett WilW. W Kitterman,'Richard Fry tension Service publishes OrDec.111--Navy
m and Mrs.
liams visited 414inr.
'on -tri
leafletS
and
euIart
'
IS
Dental
Baird,
anuary
M.
Daniel
mauler
a
"
"li
4
.
"
444
'
arneld aMrs. Jack Speight, June Vetter subjects related to the home, Co:ps, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams
and Edward Reams; January 16' lawn and garden -- and most David H. Baird •at High:ands, while Saturday.
Mrs. Clarence
Mr. and
Timothy Lynn Wheeler, Richard of these are available to you and husband of the forrnt'r Miss
your local Joan McCollum of 803 Walnte French have move to Mrs. Eva
A. Bodker and Greg Yeneklasen; without charge at .
near Dalton's
house
Williams
Tegethoff.
Susan
17.
January
Etctension Office.
y., wi
Si rot, a:I of Fulton, Kii
store. We welcome them to our
celebra'e a Neapolitan Christcommunity.
:•:•:-:•
mas this year with more that-.
Ronald Mack Coffman was in
3,690 other Na/eymen and their
last week with a
hospital
the
dependents in Naples, Italy.
cold.
Americans and Italians have deep
— In Operation till Years —
We were so sorry to hear of
tn many instances exchanged not
death of Mrs.Cassie Taylor.
only Christmas gifts, but also the
Large Display ."
Mrs. Carl Lewis
Mr. and
Christmis customs. The AmerWell Lighted At Night
of the beautiful weather in
write
ican custom of gift-giving or
California and are really enjoyOpen Sunday Afternoons •
Christmas Day has been genMg it.
erally adopted by Neapolitan
W. D. Powers
Greenfield
Mrs. Alvie Williams of Wingo
adults. 'the age-old Italian cusFulton
Phone 235-2293
in the Fulton Hospital. She
is
tom on Epiphany still remains
her mail box and fell
Phone 472-1853
for the Italian children and is went to
and snow and lay
great boon to American on the ice
a
J. B. MANESS & SONS
for a while waving for
children, who often experience there
Greenfield, Tenn.
stop. No one
to
traffic
the
two days of presents.
stopped so she crawled to the
house which was quite a distance from the road. Kaira,
you should be the champion
crawler. We wish for her a
speedy recovery.

Wilford Kaufman Plants Pine
Trees To Stave Off Erosion

P-5 Fulton

January 16 - Cattle Feeders
feeder steer gains about two
pounds a day, one steak is equal Conference - Dresden
January 19 - Farm School to about a day's red meat production of the steer. The feed Hog Cholera and Bangs Disease
January 20 - Feeder Pig
figures are the approximate
daily diet of the average steer. Sale - Lexington
YOUNGSTER
January 21 - Feeder Pig
YOUR
HAVE
SHOW A STEER THIS YEAR Sale - Brownsville
can
January 22 - Obion County
youngster
You and your
gain some very valuable and Livestock Association - Annual
rewarding experiences by you Meeting
January 23 - Cattle Feeders
having your boy or girl feed
out and show a steer at the Conference - Dresden
' January 26 - Farm School 1970 Obion County Fair.
Beef Cow and Calf
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
Feeders
Feeder Pig January 30 Cattle
January 15
Conference Dresden
Sale - Dresden
a

Mrs.Leo
Mrs. Leonor
hart, 61, died
night, January
in Highlands.
Born in Hick
July 17, 1908, s
ghter of Mrs. M
Amberg and the
Amberg of Hick
She attended
University and
Ward Belmont
Nashville, She
ern College at
the Playhouse 1
New York. S
at the Universi
ippi at Oxford f
She was a
First United M
and also
was
Fulton Woman'
in Fulton and HI
years.
Services were
January 12, at 2:

k in Louisville

EVERYBODY STAYS
AT THE

I

SEEL

• LOW RATES — Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
iSIIIIViSi011,

air conditioning.

— No charge for children under le
the same room with parents. If additional room is
tingle rate would apply for both rooms.

• FAMILY PLANS

beak Funeral Ho
Rev. George Co
was
Interment
Cemetery.
Survivors inc
Captain Duncan

when in
needed,

Sill, Oklahoma
Bushart, Jr. of
her mother, Mr
berg, Hickman,
Frances Amber

• FREE PARKING

in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.

•

LOUISVILLE'S RNEST FOOD

in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.

Mrs. Lula

• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACILITIES.

ewe 'ack
S4-1;]14141_.,13
HOME

Mrs. Lula Jan
died at 11:15 Wedn
7, at the Fulton
was a resident
Avenue in South
She was born
July 27, 1883, He
the late I. T.
Cloyes and she vr
Rufus B. Sellars.
Services were
January 9, at t
Funeral HomeC
Bill Smalling,
South Fulton Uni
Church, officlatt
was in the Walnu
etery.
Survivors inclu
Mrs. Cleatus
and Mrs. Lizzie
Jackson, Michig
hew, J. m cioye
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OF KENTUCKY HOSPITAL.1

101
1,1y

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

The Jackson Purchase Historical Snriety:s

•D
Mrs. Hillman

:• •

Jackson
Purchase

Greenfield Monument Works

SESQUICENTENNIAL

Rc discoveY

HOkPITAL NEWS

WRYFall and Winter

VACATIONS

at These Kentucky
State Resort Parks:

HILLVIEW
Irma Bynum, Carolyn Thomas, Geraldine Merryman, Annie
Hibbs, Alta Perry, Carl MadYates, Willis
Horace
ding,
Chandler, J R. Powell, Fulton;
John Kemp, Winston Lucy,
Carolyn Weeks, Mack Ryan,
Kenneth Bryer, Patricia Hall,
Ellis,
Doris Algee, Brenda
South Fulton, Jo Manees, Cayce,
Brenda
Jewell Mullins, Wingo,
Kemp, Union City, Mae Hen- iti•
derson, Crutchfield, Donna Poe,
Kenneth
Hastings,
Clinton,
Martin, Marjorie Fuqua, MayWater
Gossum,
Valfield, Mike
ley.

5 4DNIGYEESTS $44

• Cumberland Falls at Corbin
• General Butler at Carrollton
• Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Kentucky Dam Village at
Gilbertsville
• Lake Cumberland at Jamestown
• Natural Bridge at Slade
• Carter Caves at Olive Hill
Meals, entertainment, lodging
(double occupancy). Luxurious
room with 2 double beds. Sunday
evening dinner to Thursday lunch
every week from October 12. 1969
to March 26, 1970

double occupancy • per person

Modern Resort Lodge Room with Two
Double Beds • All Meals from Sunday
Evening thru
Thursday
Lunch
• Recreation
Programs
• Special
Evening
Entertainment
BankAmericard and any
INTERBANK card honored
•••••

FALL & WINTER
VACATION PLAN IS
IN EFFECT FROM
OCTOBER 12, 1969
THRU MARCH 26, 1970

TRAVEL,Dept. KT-701

o
o

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Send Information on Kentucky's
Fall & Winter Vacations
Send General Kentucky Travel
Information

Call Centrill Reservations,
Frankfort, Ky.
! Name
(502) 223-2326
I Address
or see your local
City
. travel agent
••• ... am 4

State
Qom .m.• arm ... min moo mom

EDITION

The following were patients
in the Fulton Hospitals Wednesday morning, January 14.

1
1
1
1
1
1

FULTON HC6PITAL
Mrs. Virginia Elliott, Mrs.
Martha House, Mrs. Anna Mae
Holland, Lowell New, E. E.
Kimes, Mrs. Elizabeth Reams,
Rosalee Winsett, Jack
Mrs,
Burton, Nelson Shelby, James
L. Waller, James Oliver, Mrs.
Nora Milam, Lafayette Patterson, Kenneth Azbell, Noble
Laird, Lena McKeen, J. W.
Coleman, Ruth Terry, Eddie
Brown, Mrs. Martha Roberts,
Mrs. Mary K. McMillian, R.
E. Hyland, Glenn Clark, Ful- .
ton;
Mrs. Annie McMurray, Gene
Owens, Mrs. Rhoda Fowlkes,
Mrs. Vert Puckett, Mrs. Mary
Owens, R, L. Cannon, Glen ?•i
Puckett, Mrs. Marvin Sanders,
Bailey Roberts, South Fulton; ite;
Mrs. Lydia Whitlock, Mrs.
Pauline Roach, Mrs. Cheryl
Doores, Wino; Jim Laffoon,
Wiggins, Mrs.
Mrs. Laura

MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF

Sympathy is ext
family of Mrs. 0
who
passed awe
Hillview Hospital
Larry Wooten c
c
very serious
Baptist Hospital, M
was injured in an

1 0111141 7,\:
:
CIF' 3111th II(
209 Commercial Avenue

BOUND COPIES. • • $266

41

Fulton

UNBOUND COPIES.•.$1"

We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.

•

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for this Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed materiel.
Time did not permit the use of sorne material which
the Society hopes to use at a later date. This 124-page
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
hundred' thousand words are used in the edition to
tell • portion of the history of this eight-county area.
Muds of the material is new and the entire edition is
the largest volume in one edition covering the
Purchme ever compiled.

Myrtle Latta, Ste Stark, Mary
Stark, Otto Fields, Howard
1
Valley; Mrs.
Wade, Water
/
Zip
Martha Curtin, Helen Teyler, :$t
l
vingiwi
Debra
Wade, ClinHickman;
,• • 6RW.
141110:Migt
.
ton.

a week ago. His
is 533 Main, He
Intensive care.
Walter Williams
from Fulton Hospi
County Nursing ho
He Is making g
from a recent oper

Parts For
Electric Slut

A part of the revenue from die sale of this Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society to assist thens in their oontinuirg their efforts
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
Purchme. This newmaper oppreeinss the tremendous
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be presented to wee libraries for
use in their counties by Interested students and
historian. The Society appreciates the public's
contributions to the Edition mid regrets that some of
the meanie( was too lees to be incorporated in the
history.

AND
Jewelry Co

Complete Roo
Planed Pr
See us for - - •
Your Insuran

1UCE AGE
Fulton 472-1

OMB MBE •01•0 WO
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Mrs. John R.
her and found her
recovery.
Mrs. Marge
Mrs. Bee Turne
visited with Mr.
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day night, They
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of a relative and
vicinity visited t
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been a patient at
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doing so well.
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Mrs. Leonora Amberg Bushart, 61, died suddenly Friday
night, January 9, at her home
in Highlands.
Born in Hickman, Kentucky,
July 17, 1908, she was the daughter of Mrs. Mary Isabel Fuqua
Amberg and the late Henry L.
Amberg of Hickman.
She attended Murray State
University and graduated from
Ward Belmont School of Music,
Nashville. She attended Western College at Oxford, Ohio,
the Playhouse in the Hills in
New York. She taught music
at the University of Mississippi at Oxford for many years.
She was a member of the
First United Methodist Church
and also
was active in the
Fulton Woman's Club Music
in Fulton and Hickman for many
years.
Services were held Monday,
January 12, at 2 00 at the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel with
Rev. Geortre Comes officiating.
Interment
was in Greenlea
Cemetery.
Survivors include two sons,
Captain Duncan Bushart of Fort
Sill, Oklahoma and Glynn F.
Bushart, Jr. of Houston, Texas,
her mother, Mrs. Henry Amberg, Hickman, and a sister,
Frances Amberg of Hickman.

,
I- ••

tie Feeders
en

Mrs. Lula Sellars
Mrs. Lula Jane Sellars, 86,
died at 11:15 Wednesday,January
7, at the Fulton Hospital. She
was a resident of 120 Central
Avenue In South Fulton.
She was born in OhionCounty
July 27, 1883. Her parents were
the late I. T. and Mary Pate
Cloyes and she was the widow of
Rufus B. Sellars.
Services were held Friday,
January 9, at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel, with Rev.
Bill Smalling, pastor of the
South Fulton United Methodist
Church, officiating. Interment
was in the Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Survivors include two nieces,
Mrs. Cleatus Murphy, Wingo
and Mrs. Lizzie Mae Moses of
Jackson; Michigan, and a nephew, J. M Cloyes of Paducah.

r
a
r

Ray Curtis Wilson, Sr., 48
died suddenly Wednesday, Jan
uary 7 at 5:45 at his home o
Fifth Street in Highlands.
Born in Madison County
Tennessee, March 19, 1921, h
was the son of Mrs. Mae Jone
Wilson of Clinton and the late
Chester H. Wilson. He had bee
an Illinois Central Railroa
Clerk for 29 years.
He was president of the
clerk's lodge, Fulton .131visici
Lodge No. 801, and a membe
of the American Legion YMB
and the First Baptist Church
Services were held Saturday
January 10 at 2:00 p.m. at th
Hornbeak Funeral Home. Rev
James Best and Rev. Geral
Stow officiated with intermen
in
Pleasant View Memori
Gardens.
Survivors include his wife
the former Mary McGinnis;
son, Hay C. Wilson, servin
with the U. S. Army in Viet
flaw, his mother, two brothers
Jones Wilson of Clinton and
Gerald Wtlson of Wing°.
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Mrs. Cassie Taylor

Mrs. Cassie Taylor, 78, die
at Hillview Hospital at 3:1 c
c
p.m. Sunday, January 11 fo
lowing an extended illness. Sh c
c
was a resident of the Pugl
4 a
Oak community.
c
Born June 25, 1891 in Hick
man County, Kentucky, she w
14
the daughter of the late Jame or
lc
and LeAmmie Gwynn Adam .
Her husband, Oliver Taylor a
fr
died in 1966.
a
Services were held Tuesday
a
January 13, at the Bethleha
Methodist Church in Pilot OaJk a
with Rev. Norman Crittende c
C
and T Y Smithmier official C
Mg. Interment was in the chruc
cemetery.
IL
Survivors include a duaghte
C
Mrs. Bobby Scott of Paducah C
an adopted son, Marion Whe
eler of Houston, Texas, a niec
and three nephews.
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You know. When the Negro "knew his place."
,
When-students stayed in the classroom.
,
When poverty was kept off page one.
Ah, the good old days.
.
,
,
But who's
' fooling . .whom? Was it really a better
world? Or just a quieter one? A few years ago it
.
was easy to hide from the:evils around us.
To turn our backs and pretend it really wasn't so.
,
r
.
,
But God knows, it was. All that our modern
c
Mrs. Winna Nelson ,
commun
i
cation
system has done is bring it all out
ir.
•
into th- se'll ..: s s .s a
Mrs. Winne Frances Price c
1,'
_
Nelson, -formerly ofFultOkfff
r
c
The
fact
is,
God
has
probabl
at 11:00 a.m. Monday, Janu
y
been
much too patient
• DUKEDOM NEWS 12 at a Detroit Hospital, of ar c
with our world. "Love your neighbor," He told us
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
apparent heart attack.
a
She was the daughter of Mrs ir
long,ago
.. Not enough of us were listening and that's
Garnet Price and the late Johr is
c
Word
was received this T. Priee of Fulton, and
.what today's turmoil is all about.
C
l
i'
morning (Monday) of the sudden graduate of Fulton High School g
death of Mrs. Hillan Nelson in
Services will be held Friday s
And
pink about this: maybe—just maybe—
it
.
Detroit. The
body will be January 16 at Elie Fulton Metho a
r
brought back to Fulton. Ar- dist Church at 2:00 p.m.
God put us here right now because we're the
rangements have not been made
Survivors include her bus
at this early hour.
band; three daughters, Mrs C
ones who can start setting things straight.
g
Mrs. Mettle Melton had sur- Ann Carpenter Middle of De a

a,

Culver Pictures, Inc.
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gerY for the removal of gall troit, Gay Nelson and Jane Le r
II.
stones at Community Hospital, Nelson, both of Detroit; he or
Mayfield last week. Mr. and mother, Mrs. Garnet Price o a
it
Mrs. John R. Melton visited Fulton and her mother-in-law c
her and found her making good Mrs. Eula Nelson of Fulton
c
recovery.
Friends may call at t
Mrs. Marge
Meltzer and Jackson Funeral Home site I
Mrs. Bee Turner of Detroit noon on Thursday. Her bod C
a
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Gar- will be transferred to
r
t
rett Bailey arriving Wednes- Fulton Methodist Church at:
day night. They had come to 11:00 a.m, and lie in stat a.
Metropolis to attend the funeral until the hour of the service c
of a relative and while in the Services will be held Friday C
vicinity visited these friends. January 16, at 2:00 p.m. wit a
Mrs. Estes Cunningham has Rev. George K. Comes officiat or
a
been a patient at Hillview Hos- ing. Interment will be in t
pital with pnuemonia and is not Good Springs Cemetery south
doing so well,
east of Dukedom.
In a note received this past
week from Sgt. Marley Watkins
tin Vietnam he says DE is doing
pretty well having !Men setEmmitt Leon Acree, di
tled into the routine.
Joe Laird is in Veterans Hos- at 1:15 a.m. Tuesday, Januar
pital in Memphis for treatment 13, at the °Mon County Nursin
with
surgery scheduled for Home in Union City. He was
retired business man and
Tuesday.
Mrs. Totsie Gilliaum is re- native of Wealcley County,Tenn
Services were held Wednes
ported doing much better this
week at her home, hoping soon day, January 14, at the Jack
son
Funeral home in Dukedom
to have the cast removed.
Sympathy is extended to the Rev. Gerald Stow officiated wit
family of Mrs. Oliver Taylor interment in Sunset Cemete
who passed away Sunday at at Dresden.
Survivors include a daughter
Hillview Hospital In Fulton.
Larry Wooten continues in a Mrs. Elizabeth Rick of Miami
very serious
condition
at Fla., a sister, Mrs. Rebecca
Baptist Hospital, Memphis. He Mayo of Lynnville, two nieces
was injured in an accident over- Mrs. Tommy Willis of Dres
a week ago. His roon number cien and Mrs. Mary Neal White
is 533 Mein. He Is still in head of Dresden; two nephews
Dalton L. Mayo ofJacksonville
intensive care.
Walter Williams was moved Fla., and Dr. John A. Bras
field
of Tulsa, Oklahoma.
from Fulton Hospital to Obion
County Nursing home Monday.
He is making good recovery
from a recent operation.

•

Emmette Acree
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

CHUI
GO TO
CH EVERY SUNDAY
Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.

Dari-Cream, Inc.

Hay Williams Insurance
207 Commercial

472-2430

a
s
a
.s,

Hornbeak Funeral

Home

302 C•rr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

Park Terrace Motel

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ins,

Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday

Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

I.

.

E. W. James and Sons

R-N Root Beer Drive-In

SUPERMARKETS

CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway
So. Fulton
47-1711

West State Line
Fulton, Ky.

2

a
s
a
II
a,
.
a

472-3657
tikkman

South Fulton

Union City

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Ten...asee

Mrs. Annie Seay

Mrs. Annie M. (Jennie) Seay,
died Sunday, January 11,at 5:4
Parts For All —
p.m. in Centerline, Michigan a
the Bi-County Community Hospita' after a short illness,
Eledric Shavers AI: Widow
of the late Morris Seay,

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Complete Hoof
Planned Protection
.
7

See us for. - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

former merchant of Water Valley, she was 87.
Born in Graves County, Kentucky, Feb. 3, 1882, she was
the daughter of the late John
Chamberlain and
Victoria
Frances Orsborn Henley o
Graves County, Ky.
Services were held Wednesday, January 14 at the Jackson
Funeral Home Chapel. Rev.
Danny
Underwood officiated
with interment in the Greenlea
Cenetery in Fulton.
FIRST LOAN
The VA's home loan guaranty
program, signed into law in
June 1944, granted its first loan
to Miles E. Meyers for purchase
of a two-story row house in
Washington, D.C.

Evans Drug Company

M & B Gulf Station

The Resell Store
216 Lake Street
472-2421

Tires, BatMries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
47240611

Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers

Green Florist Supplies
DIAL 471.1371

Fulton Electric System
, Fulton, Kentucky
SOS Main Street
472-132

)

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta,

The Citizen's Bank

Wheel Alignment IL Balancing
118 Lake Street
4724071

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2:14.-21655

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

4724471

Compliments of

Fulton Bank

.,

.

THE FRIENDLY BANK

C Z

Archle's Livye Stock
livery day we bu & sell ellnd
ki
Barnof
Ihr• stock
Union City - Fulton Hwy.

-

475-2111

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store-or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris
471-2173

Henry Edwards Trucking CO.
MCVM12
Clinton, K y.
653-2771
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Farm Bureau UTM Honor
Handles Funds Roll Includes
For Lawsuit
Local Students

• LATHAM

• AUSTIN spRiNGs
By Mrs. Carey Friel&

SBA Representative
Coming To Paducah

By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
(Continued from page I)
ment of Transportation"—
Mrs. Howard - - NOTICE OF HEARING
Small Business Administra7
The Rev. Bob Copeland fillwhich controls the uniform time
Notice Is hereby given that '(Continued from page 1)
Sympathy is extended to Mrs. ed his regular appointment at tion business loans have helped
on January 27, 1970, at 9:00 hood. The surviving children act--"is planning to modify
Huel Wright of Dudedom in the New Salem Baptist Church the thousands of small Moms gel
a.m., C. S. T., a hearing will are Mrs. M. W. Haws, Searcy some boundaries due to local
passing of her mother, Mrs. F. past Sunday at 11 a.m. Sunday started, expand, grow and pros.
be had in the Fulton Circuit Callahan and Mrs. Ward Bus- problems," and we hope that
Daniels at Haws Nursing home School is held at 10 a.m. The per as stated by R, B. Blankj
them.
before
is
case
Kentucky's
Thomas
Lynn
the
in
Dr.
Fulton County hart of Fulton,
Court
Martin, January -- Students in
Fulton last Wednesday Sunday night services was call- enship SBA Regional Directot.
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
Courthouse in the case of John Callahan of Rockville, Mary- Then, perhaps a compromise
has agreed to act listed cm the honor roll for the following a lengthy illness. She ed off due to icy roads,
In its continued effort to servp
Joseph Sullivan, et al., class land, and a step son, Harde- can be made with the Purchase Federation
Uniwas a native of Union County
as custodian for funds con- fall quarter 1969 at The
Mrs. N. N Harris has re- the citizens of Paducah and sure:
plaintiff, vs. Board of Education man Howard of Atlanta, Ga. area of Kentucky versus the
Marat
grandchildren
Tennessee
and she leaves 2
tributed by burley tobacco versity of
turned home from the Fulton rounding area, an SBA repre4.
of the Fulton Independent School She is also survived by tea rest of the State on the IT
2 great-grandchildren. Hospital after undergoing treat- sentence will be at the*
to tobacco warehouses tin have been announced by Hen- and
farmers
the
wherein
problem,
time
great
sixteen
the
and
and
Fiscal
Court
District
grandchildren
dean of ad- Several nieces and nephews also
ment there the past week. She Agency's part-time office III
legislature will agree to let for the purpose of filing suit, ry C. Allison,
of Fulton County, Kentucky, on $frandchildren.
survive. She was a member
of growers, against missions and records.
the City Hall on the second
now doing nicely.
Grandchildren include, Mrs. the Purchase go on DST even on behalf national television
the question of an entry of gn
includes
The honor roll list
major
of the First Baptist Church
Mr. Hubert Puckett !eaves floor, Paducah, Kentucky, on
Order permitting and designat- Rodney Miller of Fulton Dr. though the rest of the State is the
at
body
carried
The
who
students
Fla.
those
of Lake Mary,
Ful_ and radio networks.
tomorrow (Monday) for Jack- Thursday, January 15. The ofing John Joseph Sullivan to Tom Callahan, Atlanta, Ga.; not; falling this, perhaps
The suit, to be filed in least 12 hours of course work was transferred to J. N. White- son, Tennessee where he will fice will be. open from 9:00
on
itself
vote
can
County
ton
JacksonDennis,
and
for
an
Richard
action
oprosecute
Mrs.
Federal District Court in Lex- and whose grade point average sell and Son Funeral home in
We hope a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
on behalf of himself as class %dile, Fla.; Mrs. Tom Reynolds, DST; failing that, perhaps Ful- Ington, will seek to halt net- ranged from 3.0 to 4.0 on a Morganfield, Ky. by Jackson undergo eye surgery.
he will respond and soon comrepresentative of, for and on Washingtce D. C.; Lynn Thom- ton city will be allowed to ofof
system.
home
Brothers Funeral
work broadcasts relating to 4.0 point maximum
plete restoration.
behalf of all citizens, residents as Callahan, Ill, Wake Forest, ficially adopt DST. Failing
the smoking and health issue Students whose grades ranked Dudedom on Friday where funMr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz
and taxpayers of the Fulton N. C.; Bill Callahan, Rockville, that, probably a lot of Ful- which are considered false and In the 3.75 to 9.0 range, in- eral services were held at 1:30
visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy VinDistrict Md.; Mrs. Richard Cardwell, ton city firms are going unofIndependent School
the, p.m. Sunday. Interment was in
for
passed
were
asclusive,
by
those
=substantiated
cent the past Sunday afternoon.
and for all other persons sim- Ward Bushart, II, Fulton; Mrs. tidally On AST anyhow, law or noc
tobacco in.. quarter "summa cum laude.' the Pythian Ridge cemetery at
ated with the tco
Miss Lamle McClain has
but that will not clean d ustiry.
ilarly situated, or who are in- Bobby Hyland of Brandenburg, no law
the
on
listed
Kentucky Personnel Com,
Among those
Sturgis, Kentucky,
been indesposed due to a cold
terested in or affected by the Kentucky and Thomas Callahan up the mess if things are not
honor
quarter
who
Garner,
fall
Martin
U-T
Mrs.
act
to
Bureau
agreed
and
Farm
Mr.
she will misslaner Ralph Howe said b
hope
We
virus.
and
uniofficially
and
'completely
Fulton.
matters set out in said case, Bushart,
a television interrir;.,2-6.1..
as custodian for funds involved roll are the following from bought the Ruby Seay farm in improve very soon.
which involves the question of
Mr. Callahan died February form,
this community left for Chicitga
Mrs. Buton Lassiter remains he believes the number of state
If you would like to express in filing the suit during a meet- this area:
the validity ofthe special school 10, 1918. Mrs. Callahan later
Lynn
Deborah
South Fulton last Saturday.
to ing between Farm Bureau ofabout the same, a sufferer of employes, currently estimated
tax election held in the Fulton married L. H. Howard, who your feelings on this issue
Mr. Virgil Jones returned arithetis and has lame limbs at 25,000, has reached a realFrank- ficials, farmers and ware- Beard, George Thomas CanIndependent School District on died March 22, 1947. For the someone in authority in
Eliza
Curtis,
r,„ir
Janet
non,
in
15
December
held
housemen
last
bills
irom the Volunteer Hospital
and joints, keeping her in bed istic low and any further reOctober 21, 1969. At said hear- past sixteen years Mrs. Ho- fort, here are names: The
duction might adversely affect
C. Fields, r...Kirid B. Gossum Saturday after several days in a portion of the time.
Lexington.
ward has made her home with to exempt Kentucky from the
ing, any Citizen,.esideni ot
Organizations represented at (summa cum :Wide), Patricia the Hospital.
Mrs. Ken Workman, a patient programs and operation.
National Uniform Time Act
payer of the Fulton Independent her daughter, Mrs. Haws.
Jamison
Louellen
Hcnve's estimate, including
the meeting, in additionto Farm E. Holaday,
Mrs. Judy Hazelwood spent in Obion County Hospital conMrs. Howard was a devoted were introduced in the House Bureau, were the Burley Auc- (summa cum laude), Martha
School District has the right
at the tinues to improve according to only permanent full-time workweek
last
days
Elizabethseveral
of
Rickert
Jon
by
United
First
member of the
to intervene and be heard.
tion Warehouse Association,the Lacewell (summa cum laude), Volunteer Hospital but is at the last report from her bed- ers, is down nearly 2,000 Irma
and the town and iwthe Senate by Sen.
Each citizen, resident and Methodist Church
Lexington Tobacco Board of Christina McKinney, Beatrice home doing fine.
She had back surgery the number used when Governor
side.
taxpayer of the Fulton indepen- Susannah Wesley Sunday School Wilson Palmer of Cynthiana, Trade, the Burley Tobacco Ad- Owen
(summa cum laude),
Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Sadler some ten days ago and all her Nunn declared a hiring freeze
dent School District is further Class and attended both as long The senate bill has been sent visory Committee, and the Bur- Charles F. Pennington, C.an
who were married recently are friends send Get-Well wishes some six months ago,
to the state government cornadvised that (a) the Court will as her health permitted,
ley Tobacco Growers Cooper- Charles Walker, Paula
is
at home at the late Claud Lee
Palmer
which
of
mittee,
exclude him if he so requests
Services, under the direction
Whitlock.
in- ative Association.
Mrs. Sadler is the
place.
the Court at or prior to the of Hornbeak Funeral Home, chairman. Other members
- Mary Jo Butts, Jerry former Glynda Doughty of this
Fun=
funds
finance
which_will
The
(R),
Upton
B.
time of said hearing; (b) the were held Tuesday at 300 p.m. chide Charles
VenKarl
Greg
Car- the suit are being contributed Mac Sublette,
community.
Judgment, whether favorable or in the Funeral Chapel, cm- Williamsburg; Freeman;
Jimmy Lee Williams.
Mr. Chess Morrison appears
Hubbard (D), Mayfield; by farmers tOthe tobaccoware- eklasen,
not, will include all citizens, ducted by Rev. George K. roll
BeachJ.
Teresa
Hickman
market
farmers
the
(D), houses as
better this week but his visitors
residents and taxpayers who Comes, Jr. Burial was in Fair- Walter (Dee) Huddleston
James
Holland,
Ellen
Nona
urn,
their
1969
crops.
Latta
Cliff,
have been scarce due to the indo not request exclusion; (c) view Cemetery. Members of the Elizabethtown;
Ezell Whitby.
clement weather.
any citizen, resident or tax- family served as pallbearers. (D), Prestonburg; Mazzoli, and
My news is also scarce as I
payer who does not request They were: Ward Bushart II,. Wendell Van Hoose (R), Tutor Inquiring Reporter
have not been out of the house
excluston, may, if he nesires, Tom Crkllahan Bushart, Dick Key.
(Continued from page I)
since Saturday, but have devHuddleston, now majority
enter'an appearance through his Meacham, Rodney Miller, Richconnections with the airlines
eloped a dreadful cold just the
oval./counsel; and (d) the entry ard Cardwell all of Fulton and floor leader, led the Senate
_
very important, it would
same.
of an Order excluding a person Bobby Hyland of Brandenburg, fight in 1968 for slow time, are
We might mention that all seem logical that post office
from the class would simply Kentucky.
Cayce
the
of
Adams
Richard
members of the committee ex- clocks would be advanced to
mean that such excluded percommunity was elected prescept Hubbard live in territory meet airline schedules too.
son does not wish to be named
4-H
Tripp
asks
"In the Fulton area, a time ident of the Fulton County
hostile to fast time.
as a party to the suit seeking
stop tir.
Council at their annual
from page 1)
All can be reached simply by difference of an hour between Club
to enjoin the levy of the tax; (Continued
December
Thursday,
meeting,
00f
..rs‘
will
Tennessee
and
of
"Member
Kentucky
as
them
Jerry
addressing
Order
Chief,
such
of
entry
Fire
and the
Assistant
114
officers elected were
create some unusual circum- 18. Other
would not prevent such per- Canter and Bill Parker, Cap- the Senate, Frankfort, Ky."
Mrs. W. B. Sowell, vice-presland
Rickert, who introduced the stances. The Fultdn (Ky) postson from being subject to the tains in the Fire- Department,
HERCULES
ident, Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr.,
tax if a Judgement approving Barbara Rice, Tax Assessor anti-DST bill .in the House, IS-office operates city routes in secretary, and John P. Wilson,
TIRES
House
the
of
chairman
South
also
proboth Fulton (KY) and
V'Tfit'validity of the election
and J. Wesley Richardson,
ont011
treasurer.
State Government Committee. Fulton (Tenn), as well as five
ceedings Is entered in said Building Inspector.
The Council reviewed the
addresby
reached
be
can
cross
freely
He
that
rural
routes
case.
Commission
In addition, the
1969 program and made preThis Notice is given pursuant named Commissioner Bob Cra- sing letters to him simply as the state line at many points. liminary plans for the 1970
to an Order entered by the Ven to the Electric Plant "Member of the
'Frank" If Kentucky stays on standard County 4-H Club activities. The
use
"
•Added Mileage
Fulton Circuit Court on Decem- B o a r d. re-appointed FOid fort Ky." The House bill is time this summer, with Ten- 4-H Clubs will start this prober 31, 1969. (Signed) Fulton Homra to- the Urban Renewal pseently in the hands of that nessee already scheduled for gram in nineteen school clubs
•
Driving Comfort
Circuit Court, By Ruth John- Agency, and appointed Mayor committee
daylight time, and if the post- during January, February and
'
Ralph Graves, Bardwell, our office
son, Circuit Clerk.
adopts
again
memclub
March to give each
department
•No Costly Vibration
Tripp to the Housing Commis- Representative - in the Leesion and to the City-County lature, has indicated that he nationwide daylight time, this ber an opportunity to make a
VETS AIDE COMING!
give
to
or
carriers
our
city
that
speech
e
means
two-minut
Commission.
'Planning
will fight to defeat the antiH. S. Miles, A Contact RepCharles Rob- DST bill in the House, and will be on their routes thirty a demonstration.
resentative of the Kentucky DisHubbard minutes Di an hour ,before
elected
Mayor
Bennett
was
eel
,
TWIN CITIES YOUTH TO MEET
Carroll
Senator*
abled Ex-Service Men's Board
_Tow r.orreft most,of the Kentucky ' attires
Pro Tem.
Twin Cities Youth, Incorwill be present on Jan 17
Ken.
even
that
open,
are
and
A full Commission was -pros- (Paducah).are already on rec.
porated will hold its annual
1970, at the Chamber of ComThu INS MINCE
getbe
will
tucky
rural
mutes
the
for
meeting. Rev. ord as active fighters for DST.
meeting on Monday, January
merce in Fulton, Ky., to assist sot
mail
hour
ling
an
earlier
their
..,
19
_
7
at
George
the
,,,___
Fultonat
minister
of
.
...,_
p.m.
the
Comes,
veterans and their dependants
TIM MIS ON
than normal. Should the post' South Fulton Chamber of Comwith claims for benefits due First United Methodist Church, Eighty ungs - - office department in Kentucky merce. All persons interested
(Continued from page 1)
them as a result of their mil- asked the invocation.
a d 0 p t standard time,' this in the youth program, which
twin cities."
itary service. He will be prePRECISION "ANEMIC"
litway 51 North at Middle Road Fulton. Ky.
When asked if be had any means that our Tennessee pa. sponsors baseball and softball
sent on 9-00 a.m. until 3:00
F.H.S.
to
urged
FOR
at
are
city
irons
the
perk,
will
be
mail
getting
adREUNION
the
be
p.m.
difficulty renting them
The graduating classes of dad, "they are all occupied an hour LATER than they now attend the meeting.
onme.uegmor NM10011=10(
imim-iremmonmenrtmeepamonmeiniimi-oem▪
Fulton High now and we have a waiting receive it.
1959-60-61 of
"Any way you look at it, an
School are planning .a reunion list a foot high."
for July 31 and August 1. The
The units are intended for artificial time barrier set up
..
reunion is for all the graduates low income families.
Tennesbetween Kentucky and Teams,
140 Broadway, South Fukoft of these classes, as well as for
see is going to create some
those who were ever a member
DATE CHANGED
problems and some ineonveni•
Phone 4179-1M4
of these classes during high
The monthly meeting of the ences, some of which may be
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum school. Those in charge of out- Music Department of the Ful- real headaches".
of town members are Sydney ton Women's Club will meet
—Vinyl and Tile
BAR EXAV DATES SET
Calliham Halley (472-3562), at the home of Mrs. C. W,
—Downs and McGee Carpeting Judy Moore Jones (479-3261), Whitnel, Tuesday, January 20, The State•Board
of Bar
and
d the next
Andrews
Modern
Hoodenpyle
Examiners.announce
—Upholstering,
or Judy
at 7:30 p.m. The program On
(479-2762). Anyone having ad- "The Story of the Organ" will Kentucky bar examination will
Antique
dress of any members out-of be presented by Mrs. C. E, be held at the University of
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
town please contact any of the Benedict and Mrs. J. U. Mc- Kentucky, Lexington, Feb. 1214.
three listed.
Kendree.

Kentucky Employee
Total Decreasing _

`ttts

Richard Adams Is
Council President

"The Best thing
That Ever
Happened To
Wheels"
HERCULES

Ply Polyester
Cord With Two
Fiberglass Belb
Get Then At:—
2.

SCATES TIRE SERVICE

S. P. MOORE & CO

al
lf
on
rse
you
ut
BEALJTyREsT
by Simmons

To The Tax Payers Of The Five Counties Of The First Judicial District
Your newly elected representative, Mr.
Ralph Graves' campaign platform was NO
MORE TAXATION,to exempt food and clothing fronvall sales tax and repeal the two cents
sales tax that wA passed in 1968.*
In an interview with Mr. Bill Powell of the
Paducah Sun Democrat before the general eleclion, dr. Graves said he has another definite
piece of legislation in mind Which is to make
two judicial districts of what he,calls the
sprawling First District. He says he hopes to
make Graves County a district of its own and
to cut Circuit Judge Tipton's huge territory
down to Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman and Ballard
counties. He said the Legislative Research
Commission had recommended the move be
made, and that his plan also has the blessing
of the First District Bar Association.
In the latest bulletin No.71 the Legislative
Research Commission did not recommend establishing a new Circuit•Court in any county,
so we wonder where Mr. Graves got such a
statement.
In the study of the circuit courts for the
judicial system the LRC recommended consolidating and combining more of the countid so
as to have fewer courts and less expense on the
tax payers. When the LRC ne*s reporter contacted the Circuit Judge in the western parts
of the state and they said that the case load
was not'too heaiy. We know most people have

t.

had jury duty and are aware of the workingtof
the court.
In a national comparison the utc reports
That only six states in our USA have more circuit districts than Kentucky. Kentucky has 120
counties and 49 circuit districts, whereas Minnesota with a similar situation to Kentucky has
87 counties and only 10 circuit cottrt districts.
When senators and representatives are
sworn in and take the oath of office one of the
obligations is to stay within the bounds of the
constitution in making laws. As we are instructed there is a required population for a
circuit court and no one county in the First
Circuit Court District has this population.
With taxes as they are,today, we as a group
of taxpayers ask why burden the taxpayer
with additional state and county taxes to maintain another circuit court. We feel there is
enough tax burden already on the counties and
state, without adding more for a new created
circuit court. So if you feel the same-contact
your State Representative or your State Senator and let them know how you feel. If this
tax burden is ever imposed on the people it
will be by your State Senator or your State
Representative who SPONSOR the bill and get1
It passed through the Legislature.
If this bill should pass in 1970 session, we
will have to classify it as dnOther Lawyer's
Bill, creating jobsat The-taxpapers expense.
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Beautyrest Supreme

1
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Cashiers C
I nterestrid-C
automobiles
SALE: Will

roe MORE
Stied Comp*

$8950

1

Col.

Twin or Full size;
Box Spring also $89.50

Phone 101
Li

Older rem
Ideal for gre
13250.00. Has
Beautyrest has more than EC Individual colts
(In the full size). Each one Is In Its own separate pocket It Individually supports Just the
part of your body above It, lust as much as It
needs. Each coil Is free to respond Individually to the Individual parts of your body. To
give each part the support it needs. Arm support to arms. Back support to backs. All of you
sleeps comfortably!

1
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L GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
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Leaders filpprove
Early Budget Plan

•:ROSS THE NATION

WORK FOR YOU

FRANKFORT, Ky.
DeMarcus compared the
Lt. Gov. Wooden H. Ford says speech to one delivered by forhe is glad Gov. Louie B. Nunn riser Gov. Bert T. Combs. Combs
.has decided to take the wraps said in the fie speech that
off his state financial plans ear- Kentucky had enough money
lier than usual.
from sales tax revenues to make
But Ford said the announce- "a brave advance into progresment in Nunn's State of the sive government."
Rep. Theron Kessinger, RCommonwealth address noesday night came as no surprise Beaver Dam, said he thought
the speech was a good over-all
to the Democrats.
"This gives the Democrats a view of the Nunn administrachance to do something we tion, but that it was too long.
Nunn spoke before the Joint
need for the people of Kensession in the crowded House
tucky," Ford said.
House Speaker Rep. Julian chamber for almost one hour.
If. Carroll, D-Paducah, echoed
Ford.
Carroll said leaders of both Comment On Nunn's
parties visited Ntmn during the Speech Clarified
day and were told the budget
message wasn't ready.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The visit apparently con- Sen. Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayvinced Nunn this would be a field, hat clarified a comment
hard-working General Assem- on
B. Nunn's State
bly, be said.
onweakh speech.
of
Sen. Carroll Hubbard, D-Maywas quoted Wedaesfield, said Nunn spoke of his d
s criticizing the Republieconomy moves but failed to c
governor for omitting any
mention a current state payroll mention of state aid to parochial
13-5 million above the payroll schools.
figure of two years ago.
The senator said the remark
He also criticized Nunn for made it appear inadvertently
listing his accomplishments that be favored parochial school
without listing his failures.
aid.
Republican reaction ranked
Hubbard said today he meant
the speech high.
to convey that the governor
"This is the first time I have "cleverly evaded this issue."
ever heard a governor say Kentucky ranked first in so many
Some dialects spoken in As
things," said House Minority
Leader Harold DcMarcus, K. sam, India, are used by as few
us dozen people.
Stanford.

PUBLIC SALE
SATURDAY, JAN. 17, 1970 10:00 A. M.
—AT THE —
OBION COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
AND NURSING HOME
UNION CITY, TENN.
RUSSELL end BISHOP ST.
AT NURSING HOME ENTRANCE

New & Used Hospital Supplies & used Equip.
Mileage
Comfort
tly Vibration

MICE
HAVERNAC"

16 Hospital beds with mat- Butter plates, Soup bowls,
tresses and rails, 10 Floor Cereal Bowls, Sugar Dispenlamps of various sizes and sers, Commercial Pot and
Holders, Commercial
shapes, Burdick Operating Pan
Room
Lamp, Instrument Stainless Steel Pie Display,
Sterilizer, Small American Heated Food Carts, Plastic
Sterilizer, 2 Sets of Folding Pitchers, Large Coffee Urns,
Curtains, Calculator (Bur- Cases of Eight and Ten Ounce
roughs 100 series), Let of Water Glasses, Stone Crocks,
Soo Dispensers, Let of Fens, Stainless Steel Teapots and
Lot Bottles, Various Shea, Cream Pitchers, individual
Divan, Lot of Cabinets, Bolts Salt and Pepper Shakers,
of white duck material 1000 Creamers, Ma* Saws, Bakyards - 20 inches with, Card- ing and Cooking Pans, Hot
board File Containers, Num- Plates, Can Openers, Hunerous Tables, Lot of Chairs-- dreds and Hundreds of ServStuffed, straight arm, etc.
ing Trays, Juicers—Portable,
KITCHEN ITEMS— Broad & Mixers.
For additional information concerning this equipment contact Vernon Pacer, Asst. Administrator, phone 105-2410,
Union City, Tenn. or Bill Gray, Auctioneer, phone 479.1620,
South Fulton, Tenn., or US-2679, Union City. Tennessee.

VERNON PACER, Assistant Adm.
Bill Gray, Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker
Tennessee License 416

PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Jan. 7, 1970 at 12:30 p. m.
At Ferry More Seed Company --- Parking Lot
Fulton, Kentucky

—13 AUTOMOBILES —

TERMS—Buyer • complete settlement day of sale. Cash,
Cashiers Check, and Certified Checks Accepted.
Interested Car Dealers and Individuals are invited to inspect
automobiles between 10 a. m. & 12 noon on the date of sale.

Vanderbilt
Adds Negro
To Staff
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Harold Hunter, former head
coach at Tennessee State University, has joined the Vanderbilt University staff as a parttime assistant basketball coach.
Hunter, 43, is the first Negro
to become a member of a coaching staff in the Southeastern Conference. His appointment to the
Commodores coaching staff was
effective immediately, Jess Neely, Vandy athletic director,
said. ..Neely said Hunter will work
primarily in recruiting.
"I feel coach Hunter will be
a fine addition to our program,"
Roy Skinner, Vanderbilt's head
basketball coach, said. "we
have needed a man to work in
recruiting for a long time ...and
I believe he will strengthen us
In an area I consider most important."
Hunter, who has been in private business since leaving Tennessee State in 1968 said he had
missed being in basketball.
Hunter, a graduate of North
Carolina College, coached at
Wilmington and Washington,
N. C., giving Wilmington's Wilson High School the 1958 state
championship. He joined Tenneesee State in 1957 as freshman
basketball coach_and__became
head coach in 19591

Pay For Doctors
By Medicaid
To Be Increased
- Pay to
NASHVILLE
Tennessee physicians for Medi50 to
from
tipped
caid work was
100 per cent of their office call
bills Wednesday in an effort to
get more participation in the program by the state's doctors.
The action was taken on the
recommendation of the Tennessee Medicaid Policy Review
Committee, which reported the
hike in payments was only temporary "untit it is clearly evident that this level of payment
can be maintained within budgetary limitations."

However,less than 30 per cent
of the state's physicians were
willing to Join the Medicaid program, with many saying they'
rather 41to the work for free on a
charity case basis. The Tennessee Medical Association said the
doctors chose to donate their
services rather than go through
the complicated paperwork just
to get 50 per cent of their set
fee.
The review committee said the
revised payment schedule would
be effective as of Jan. 1 and
would apply only to office calls
and not to other services including surgery, hospitalization and
drugs.

SALE: Will be inside if adverse weather conditions exist.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT — FerNtiMerse
Seed Company, Fulton, Ky. — Phone 472-34111
— REGISTER FOR FREE DRAWING—

Col. Ruben Ainley - Aectioner
Dukedom, Tennessee
Phone W1/022-033 or 471-1455
Licensed-Bonded in Ky., Tennessee Ne. 6

FOR SALE
Older remodeled home in East Fulton, 6 rooms, 2 baths.
Ideal for growing family. Can also be used for two
802511.00. Has a 6% lean that can be assumed after paying
owners equity.
IN WATER VALLEY, large older home, on extra large lot,
enough room for • small house or Ileum trailer. Owner will
help In financing.
NORTH OF WATER VALLEY, located on three acres, good
three bedroom home, completely modern, Control Heating
lies). Fenced in field, Orchard PRICED TO SELL AT

Medicaid is costing about 650
million In Tennessee this year
with the federal governmentfooting most of the coot.
"We will continue to monitor
the program closely to assure
the proper fiscal safeguards as
well as seeking additional ad.
justments for other providers of
medical services.

$11,500.11

will consider trade.
SMALL BUILDING LOT IN HIGHLANDS, near new school,
ideal to build an inexpensive home. Water Sewer Connections already in. Let 50 by 150 8100.00.

I road
12 ACRES, 4 miles South West Fukien, good g
Buy new and build In future. Nice level land with plenty of
frontage en gravel reed.? miles to Unless City 14500.00.

I Need Your Property To Sell

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, JANUARY 15, 1§70

Pay Hikes For Teacheis Not
Included In Nunn's Budget

Medicaid was begun last Oct.
1 and physicians' fees and payment to pharmacists, hospitals
and mirsing homes was set at
• reduced level until officials
could find the cost at which the
program should be operated.

6-1966 Plymouth Station Wagons 2-1967
1-1967 Dodge
Plymouth Statioa Wagons
4-1966 Dodge Vans
Van

11

FULTON. KENTUCKY

TOE NEWS =

Call

WICK SMITH,Broker Fallen 472-1292
Will sell or trade Brick Duplex, Ideal Rental Income

•

25% OFF
011 HUNTING
— Coats
— Pants
— Vests

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake EL — Pollen, KY.
SIMPIIMPemosessmeeemgmlik

fleeted an estimate of receipts
into the general fund, which 'Thaw Would
supports the bulk of state govRaise Seas
ernment, of $146.5 million above
STOCKHOLM — Should ' the FRANKFORT, Ky.
the amount accruing to the general fund for the current bien- world's ice caps melt, the level Clay Wade Bailey di the Iftnium. The total by year is $561 of the oceans might rise as tucky Post has been named
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
million for 1970-71 and $596.6 much as 200 feet, flooding the president of the Capitol 'Press
Willis J. Price, 38, is the new
present coastal regions and en- Club. Bailey has been a memmillion in 1971-72.
president of the Standard Oil
FRANKFORT, Ky.
reve e estimate for the gulfing the world's great port ber of the working press here
Co. of Kentucky. He replaces
for 40 years.
Nunn handed the co
fund, which finances the cities.
William C. Smith, who was Gov. Louie B.
Wednesday a
IC sh
of the Highway Denamed chairman of the board state Legislature
billion 1970-72 pa lent, was $172 million for
Tuesday. Smith was president proposed $3.1
no provisions 1970-71 and $155 million for 1971of the subsidiary of Standard budget, containing
Oil Co. of California for 13 for a raise in teachers' salaries. 72. That would be $32.2 million
•
more than that fund is receiving
years. Before joining Standard
In fact the budget docume,M, 4Z:2968-70.
Write Your State Representative
Oil here, Price was president
totaling a half-billion dollar infor the past three years of the
Nunn did propose a $0.5
Eastern Division of Chevron Oil crease over spending in the
million increase for the bienCo., another California Stand- current biennium, had few new
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
4 Tanner Court'
programs, as Nunn himself
nium for the minimum foundaard subsidiary.
had foretold.
PHONE
tion program, the mechanism
Bardwell
by which the state helps finance
Frankfort
But Nunn did hold out the pas- public primary and secondary
(502) 628-5490
(502)
sibility of a pay raise for teach- schools. The total being pro628-5423
223-0496
ers, or some other expenditure posed for the foundation proof funds, if the legislature chose gram was $220.5 million for
that route instead of cutting ITM-71 and $231.3 million for
taxes.
1971-72, which is more than
To that end, Nunn placed $18 $110 million less than what was
— The
WASHINGTON
million into his budget document requested.
food stamp program has been
as an "uncommitted reserve"
extended to 211 areas in 36
to be allocated as the legislad that 42 per cent
r
'
Nunn rrofe
states, including 31 counties
ture wishes — an unprecedent- of ir-increase in state revenue
TAKE HOME
which previously had no type ot
ed step.
the next two years was earSERVICE
government food aid for needy
marked for the minimum founthe legislators wanted-471°r'
program.
increase,
dation
That
Secretary of Agriculture Clifreduced taxes, Nunn reiterated he said, would be primarilgito
ford M. Hardin Wednesday deshis previously announced sug- meet the rapid growth of pupil
ignated the new areas for food
gestion as to how it could be enrollment, continuation of the
stamp distribution. Most of
done. That would be largely free textbook program and $7.8
them, including New York City,
by reducing income taxes for million in supplemental support
will change from the commodity
lower wage-earners and ex- for the teachers' retirement
distribution program.
empting prescription medicine fund.
As many as 900,000 persons
from the sales tax.
SUNDAY 5: PM. TO 8: PM. 979-9082
eventually may be involved in
Nothing is impossible to men
Nunn's budget document re- willing to put forth the effort.
the new food stamp areas.

Few New
Programs
Revealed

Standard Oil
Picks President
For Kentucky

Press Club
Picks President

Not%11,.6( LOBBY
RALPH GRAVES

Food Stamp
Program
Extended

7/1AY'.

.BARBECUE.

MAMMA
G lden Brown
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A--MIDDLE TENNESSEE DEMIR GOES BROKE!
OAKSHIRE PLACE BOUGHT ALL THEIR STOCK OF 1970
FRONTIER MOBILE HOMES AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS,
BELOW FACTORY COST - - - SAVINGS UP TO $1500.00
— These Beautiful Homes Feature
- EYE LEVEL OVENS
— 2 - DOOR REFRIGERATORS
— BUILT - IN VACUUM SYSTEMS
— HOUSE TYPE FURNITURE
— WALL TO WALL CARPET
— PLUS MANY OTHER EXTRAS

— Follow The Signs —
,I 0
ft

SHIRE
I MileRCE

0

,410047._
w0sie.4.,
.
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-c Nome,
7 100
N4 .
A IN A L gu

COMPARE AND SAVE

1

12- WIDE 2- BEDROOM

325000

PRICED FROMS

— INSTANT Bank Financing — Free Delivery —

OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES
Route 3, Union City, Tennessee
OFFICE And SALES LOT Officially

Opens SUNDAY,JANUARY 18th
For Your Convenience

Open 7- DAYS A WEEK
9 A. M. TO 5 P. M
Phone 885 - 6851 For UNION CITY'S NEWEST
.4N Cl))
144
LA pLAN.r.

MOBILE HOME DISCOUNTERS
Lots For Rent
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Homes
A HUGH WADE - NATHAN WADE ENTERPRISE

Carlisle County 94
Fulton City 52

Fulton Co. 82
Calloway Co.80
:HICKMAN, Ky. - Visiting
...Calloway County's press almost
got to the home team here
urday night, but the Fulton
Xounty Pilots managed to prerye a narrow 82-80 victory.

*

Etalloway County, trailing by
Ns at the half and nine at the
Alard period stop, used its press
*good advantage throughout
ate final stanza but its burst
401 short as it pulled within two
fili3h a goal at the final buzzer.
Fulton County's senior guard,
itabert Nati s, and Calloway
tatinty's junior guard, Darrell
trawford, were locked in a headin scoring duel in the contest
With the losing Lakers' speedster
coming out on top 33-28.
23 19 21 19-83
iiilton County
Talloway County
10 36 18 1111-80
FULTON COUNTY (82) - Nails 28,
19 Nicholson 6. Goodman 10.
Day 12, Holloway 8.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (80)- Roney
4. Crawford 33. Cleaver 13. Sears 9.
2144 2. Chapman 2. ItusWas 17.'

FULTON, Ky.-Carsile County
hapless Fulton City 9452 here Friday night, sending
the Bulldogs down to their sixth
consecutive loss, without a victory.
The winning Comets were in
command from start to finish.
Leonard Larkins led the Carlisle scoring with 18 points, followed by Tommy Coil with 14
and David Sams with 13.
Campbell led the Bulldogs
with 16 points.
Carlisle hit 34 of 78 (43%)
from the field and 26 of 32
(82%) from the charity line.
Fulton hit 22 of 66 (30%) from
the field and 7 of 17 (47%) from
the free throw line.
- 25 50 70 94
earliale Count"
8 18 31 52
Fulton CRY
cAni Int
COUNTY (94) - David
Ssma 13. R. Turnbow 8. Larkin IL
amnions 10. Coil IC Churchill 2. Frusell 2. Smith B. Crider 8. Anderson 5.
Thomason B.
FULTON CITY (52)-Campbell 16.
Wars 2. Homan 2. Moore 13, Young 2.
Borsenberser 4. Glasgow 1. Smith 8.

Osoos2. wallow 4
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MURRAY, Ky.-Dr. L. J. Hor-IMA degrees. This number com- tory, the Murray State News is
tin, director of journalism at! pares favorably with the nuns- being prepared in its entirety
Murray State University, has her of degrees in journalism on the campus. As soon as the
announced that $1,000 has been granted by such universities as new press is purchased, the
granted to the MSU journalism University of Arkansas (14), complete operation will be done
department by the Reader's Di- University of Nebraska (17), on Campus. New copysetting
Southern Methodist University machines, headline compositors,
gest Foundation.
Sterling Fisher, executive di- (14), University of California light tables and auxiliary equip.
ment are being used in the jourrector of the Reader's Digest (25) and many others.
Foundation said the $1,000 check 2. The Murray State News was nalism laboratories.
for the sell% year 1969-70 "is awarded first place last year by
6. The Industrial Arts departa grant for use as the Reader's the Columbia Scholastic Press
ment is collaborating with the
Digest Research - Travel Fund. Association.
journalism department in the
Your allocations from this fund 3. The journalism department
use of its graphic arts laboraare intended to enhance the now has three full time faculty
"istie ' ' members: Dr. L. J. Hortin tories and staff.
value of the1,
ing and experience of }via stu- Prof. Peter Sweers, and Prof. 7. Three graduate assistants
Robert McGaughey. Four addi- are
dents."
now assigned to journalism
Murray State's Journalism stu- tional faculty me m be r s who at Murray State-Sandra Lae/teaching
been
one
or
have
rence,
more.
dents will use this fund in deKeith Lawrence, and
fraying expenses for travel and courses for journalists include Karl Harrison. The two recipMofield,
Ray
Dr.
Betty
Dr.
photofeatures,
research for
ients of master's degrees in
graphs, special articles, and Hinton,itoe Tom Erwin, and journalism at Murray State to
writing projects assigned by the Prof. Fsnk Fazi.
date are McGaughey and D. El4. There has been a "gratify- lie
director.
Mueller. The two Lawrences,
. and
A In an annual report to MSU ing increase" in enrollment in
. Keith Lawrence,
President Dr. Harry Sparks re- jouralism classes. Three sec- expect to receive their master's
cently, Hortin summarized the tions are presently offered in degrees Jan. 31.
year's activities of the depart- "Beginning Reporting." The total number of students in the Dr. Hortin, who returned to
ment:
1. In the year 1968-69, the first beginning reporting classes for Murray in 1967 after 20 years at
full year of operation with a the school year probably will ex- Ohio University, expressed himjournalism degree program, ceed 120. Other classes likewise self as well pleased with the
Murray State conferred 18 jour- report increases in enrollment. progress MSU journalism stunalism degrees-I6 AB and two 5. For the first time in Its his- dents are making.

Murray To Host
Colt Tournament

1188111ertanWhIgal.
7881101110.!

MURRAY, Ky.- Murray has
been selected to host the 1970
North Colt Division baseball
tournament to be held August
15-17.
The North Division is one of
four geographical divisions of
Colt League teams across the nation. The North Division is subdivided into three regions ac:ording to states.
The west region includes North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming
and Montana. Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin and Northern
Illinois comprise the lakes' region and Iowa, Missouri, the rest
jof Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky
%ice up the south region,
ahe tournament will be a fourteam double elimination meet
among host Murray and the
champions from three regions.
The division winner will ad-

is

William Holden

NOW SHOWING
Thru
JANUARY 20th!

Admissions
Adults $123
Children Sic

$1,000 Grant Is AtTrded MSU
ournaltsm Department

wiiiiDW
MODE"

.
"
z

472-1651

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - Since
1944, when the last lock and
dam were opened, freight traffic
on the Tennessee River has
grown from 2 million tons a year
to about 23 million tons. Private industry has invested more
than $1.7 billion in over 200
waterfront plants and terminals.

A

momweasommoVollasW

Wanted To Lease
1 or 2 acres of land to
set beehives on. Must be
in Tennessee.
PHONE 479-1733
.0.....•••••■••••■••••••.•••

TIDWELL'S
Plumbing

Service

- 479-2430

11M10.41.4

FULTON BAN IS NOW

ISSUING
%
CERTIFICATES I
OF DEPOSIT
mos
PAYING

($500 minimum) for 3 mos. - 6 mos. - 12

TIRED OF BEING A
"SHUT - IN"
Come And Browse
OUR 1/2 PRICE
SHOE SALE
We Still Have

Fulton, Ky. Thursday, January 15, 1970 Page 2

Locks Bring Huge
River Freight Rise
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%INTEREST
ON

JACK;

SAVINGS PASSBOOK
I
ACCOUNTS

INTEREST compounded DAILY

Lot of Bargains

Value

$3.00

I

Values
Hurry I

FULTON BANK

Fulton, Kentucky

Telephone 472-2711(4)i)(t.111=1.04/M4

215 Collins Street

You maY

GIRL

on Certificates of Deposit and Passbook Savings

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

P. I
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_ttance_to_Leayeise..1111. for the.

A JEROME HELLMAN-JOHN SCHLESINGER PRODtICTION

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON 1/01131-111
"MIDNIGHT COWBOY"
•.

BRENDA VACCARO JOHN McGIVER RUTH WHITE
-SYLVIA MILES BARNARD HUGHES ,
tictecnpley
t3 WA crx)SALT Based on the nwel by JAMES LEO HF:R1.1111
Produt,1 5, JERONIE HELLMAN Directed by JOHN SCHLESINCER
At.ic Supervision IA JOHN BARRY ..F.VERY BODY'S TALK IN•"xuni IA NII.S.SON
I ORIGINAL MONA IACIWB(OK MAW)OA WIN ARABS RECORDS I
United

COLOR',DeLuxe

-011111114- 1111.11.-

ArtISts

International Series. The series
will include the four division
winners, Hawaii, Canada, Latin
America and the host Lafayette team,

$
Bath Mat and Wert

Top Tray

40" BROWN SHEETING

BATHROOM ENSEMBLE
Banana Skin Rubbed
On Itchy Ivy Area
Atlanta - Many and varied
are the remedies for poison
ivy's itching and blisters. Here
are some: rubbing with banana
skins; scrubbing with hot
water, salt water, cornstarch ori
yellow laundry soap; applying
baking soda, Epsom salts, calamine lotion; or applying a poultice of crushed jewelweed ot
touch-me-not.

.111111no

uallanw.

4

SMOOTH QUALITY

Clos•ly w•v•Is
Wows shoofioo for
mow 111••9•14•Id
vols. 40-iodios wide.

14)(24"
rubber
Non-slip
mot *nth mobbing toilet
top troy. White, pink, yel-

low and turquoise.

3yd. $1

Many

meStain

BIG
SAVINGS

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

AND WINTER CLEARANCE

NOTICE

1

Men's'
JACI

1

Values tc

x
i
a $8.99 - -

To my deepest regret I find I can no longer do income taxes

i
i
-

I

for my customers and friends. Because I appreciate your business

Full Size

BLENDED BLANKETS

in the past, I have investigated the reputation and ability of

2 fe,$500

White and Assorted Color

Bruce A. Wilson whom I heartedly recommend you contact for

HOBNAIL BEDSPRE DS
"Encore" by Morgan-Jones. Lint.
free hobs on quality sheeting.$
Fringed three sides. Washable.
Full and twin sizes.

help in the future.

90% rayon-10% nylon with acetate binding
Luxuriously soft. Raspberry. *range and beige.
Full bed aim,

Your records and files are at the office of

I.

BRUCE A. WILSON I
Bookkeeping and 'Tax Service
300 Broadway, South Fulton. Tenn.
Phone 479-1507

Firmly Woven,Snow-White

Cannon Muslin Sheets
PERMANENT
PRESS
PEN AND IN

I SHIRLEY A. WITHERSPOON

Small floral patterns on light
grounds. Also
floral and
striped broadcloth. 4S4nches
wide.

72008 and
Illsfr Flee ec
Tuna Fisted

.11w

$1.0

111.1011 or
Doublo
FOtoul

$j96
$176
79.yd.
PRINTS

Finn, even-textured cation isisitlle 1. whits oar. no&
It,... 9111114lli low prkas.
Matching

Water Valley, Kentucky

with was
pave on this

Specially_Priced;

I

Pillow Cases

1 sim
Assorted
i $1.99 V
I $1.1
ft- Boy's Fl
511111
i Sizes
6
i
771
I
'BATH in

up ut

COTTON

THERMAL BLANKETS
$399
Thermal wove cottoo w199
Idool tor

GIRI
Lack & Sh
1 $1.50 to

•U4eeISS Ito...

in vaster, cool in aummor.

46e pr.

JANUARY CLEARANCE -- BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS NOW!

1

sizes ic

I

-1

.12.14.

70 Page 2
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..00.0.01.60"
I Lease
of land to
n. Must be
F9-1733
wow
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Hearings Open Next Week
On Safety Of The Pill

- lwign arsenal.
But the party hopes to benefit
efforts
proclaimed
to
from his
better the lot ontonsumers.
And the chairmen of two other
consumer-oriented committees
tre facing tough re-election bat-

WASHINGTON
The by 8.5 million women In the
opening of Senate hearings next United states and 10 million
week on the safety of birth con- elsewhere.
trolpills will mark the start of a
Although the pills sent to
broad election-year effort to druigists cautions of a wide
mine the vote-rich issue of con- range of possible side effects, he
sumer protection.
said the warning often is not
Following/close on the heels of passed along to doctors.
the bearings by a Small Busi"It appears evident," Nelson
ness subcommittee will be in. added, "that a substantial numquiries into auto and appliance ber of users are not advised of
warranties, package labeling, any of the health hazafds or
insurance and auto exhaust coo- side effects,"
troL
Nelson is not among the 25
Although these hearings are Democrats up for re-election
not on current Nixon adminis- this year who could add an eftration consumer
proposals, fort to, tougher birth control laDemocratic
strategists deny beling legislation to their camany intention to bury them um
der a blizzard of oppositionsponsored bills.
SHE RW IN WILLIAMS
On the contrary, these sources
say Democratic strategy will be
to ultimately give Nixon proposals a full airing and "build their
tg) with amendments and make
Democratic bills out of them."
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, 0-Win., 2Easiest terms in to
the subcommittee
chairman,
has invited is doctors and re- 4Paint, Artist Suppliei
searelhaes to-teseltv during five
/rays- of flearings on birth cootrol pills starting next Wednesday.
Announcing the hearings sev"0 SE
Fulton
eral weeks ago, Nelson said oral
contraceptives are being used
)4111•14)4=1.4}411=1.04IM04}41i1.1.4
>41111•4)4M111.4)4MPK

Style Perfed

CARPET

1

herwin - Williams0

ri

Sit

BOOK

P. N. HIRSCH AND CO.
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

JAN. CLEARANCE

i JACKET & COATS
Values To

$26.00

$3.00 up to $15.00

IAILY

GIRLS DRESSES
Valuss To $6.00
$2.00
Hurry In

:72-2711

LADIES

1.1 ManW041.1.41

DRESSES ;
$5. to $9. 3
1
One Group,
Values To
$13.00

Many Styles

(We Reserve

59 FRYERS LB.
-FFEE
ROAST
CHUCK
POTATO 2
PIIApER
w..EEN
TO
BACON
79c.
1/4 POULAIN LB.73t
0
41
CAKE MIXHINEs3143
490 PORK STEAK laB• 690
MILK
90 HAMBURGER:::::41.49
LARD 4
EGGS si SPARE RIBS 59 :PICNICS
9
FRANKS-T)rb:g:z 119 .,1 -Steak
COUNTRY

With Coupon
U. S. No. 1 RED

10 Lb.
Bag

WITH
COUPON
Jumbo
Rolls

'
IN
ouipo
thn

C

MEDIUM
DOZEN

With

WINTER SMITS
1/3 OFF

WESSON

Values to $15.99

5
9t PEACHES. 37111 Fish SticksPkg- 90

KETS
0

Assorted - Strips
$1.99 Values

$1.00

FAB 2
49tPICKLES
Ticoi
ELINEIT P.pas179
olL

binding.
bap,

4
/V
d/

KETS
199

Boy's Flannel

SHIRTS
Sizes 6 - 14

77c

L BOND'S HAMBURGER DILL

24-oz.

$19.95

Bottle

Boy's Winter

with wash cloth
ve on this 2 - pc. set
I

JACKETS
i
$4.50 to $10.99

SHEETS
I $1.50 to $3.37

I

Sizes to 12
-HURRY

DOWN-

Whole oi39
half LB
U9

MEAT PIES

rangehicecan

No. 2 Can $111 °

PET RITZ ASSORTED
No. 2 Can

DEL MONTE CHUNK

TUNA
1 SALMON

Bonnie - Muslin
I
2 x 108 or Twin Fits I
$1.50
81 x 108 or Full Fit
$1.70

Beef Liver ifi'33w
BOLOGNA

12-oz.

fliE'.DiiIT Dire 3Sli

6' -oz. Can

iktrIC CHUM

39c STEW
LYKES

LIBERTY COUPON

5

COUNTRY STY Lt.

24-oz. Can

COCKTAIL

COFFEE

2 Jumbo Rolls _ _ _ 39c

ICEBERG

N0
C2
a 23

Lb. Can

59c

Void After January 20th.
A $I

131.1

LB.

49t
23

large
.
head
each

LIBERTY COUPON

With This Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Excluding Cigarettes and Dairy products.

With This Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Excluding Cigarettes and Dairy products.
Void After January 20th.

SAUSAGE
LETTUCE

LIBERTY COUPON
FOLGERS and MAXWELL HOUSE

(Save 43c)

KLEENEX

TOWELS

BEEF

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

TaliCan6

MORTON'S

CHICKEN
8-oz
BEEF
pies
TURKEY
20-oz._eisisisssos's 5051

CHERRY

lid - Plaid - Checks
5.00 Values
$3.88
.00 Values
$4.88

$2.66

pi 3

BLUE BERRY

a%

MINUTE MAID FROZEN

LUCKY LEAF PIE FILLING
E

! BLACK BERRY

BLANKETS

$1.00
GIRLS
lack & Slack Sets

I

FRESH SLICED

OLD FASHIONED LARGE

$26.00 Value

Dacron Polyester
or Foam Rubber

0&ak

16" jai ZYC

Crisco

BED PILLOWS
BATH TOWELS

14-oz.

COATS

Values $14.00

TRADE WINDS BREADED

6-oz,

Boy's Dress

SHIRTS

JOWLS

48-oz.
Bottle

Pkgs.

Men's Sport

,,,

SUGAR CURED SMOKED
the piece

'HUNT'S SPICED No. 2'/2 Cans

ASSORTED

You Will Like

1.4111,().111=0.0.1M110,111‘--011111W,,41•1111Po411=01)4M11.1 HEMD.1,41Mil.i)104M.,)40.,...1.1.41.M110.04.1.1004.11111.1)41M1004M11..,,

cans

Beans

Giant Pkg.

-

LB.

15/
1
2-oz.

$33.00

- LADIES-

Fa CHOICE ROUND

1

NIMPCIIIIMP.011.Wo4ININW0,1111110.4)40410114

COIL'

JACKETS ,
$8.99 - - $13.00

REELFOOT SMOKED
6-8 lb.
Avg.; •
LB. . .

ARMOUR

GRADE A

WINTER COATS
$12.00 to $20.001

Men's Winter

LIBERTY1ced g•

lb

ARMOUR'S

Csur Big
Selection

South Fution
Tennesse

"11)43ciStispte,
- vu

FOLG-ERS OR
Maxwell House
LB.
CAN

DETERGENT

ACTION
,NTEED

BE-

e Right To WW)-

WE REDEEM USDA FOOD STAMPS

- LADIES-

Values To

cECIIILS

Mon. thru Wed 8-7 Thur thru Sat 8-9
SUNIWY: 9-7

high priority will be prfeed" albs
year on a bill to provide tedelhal
protection for customers of inge
that
surance companies
broke. Commerce Committee
di
early
scheduled
hearings are
Februory on that measure.

suWenifffie:-Tarthys oh
hearings still later this month
on a bill to require the government to purchase only autos
that meet certain low-exhaust
standards.
Democratic strateatsta say a

LEAN, MEATY

LADIES

-I/3. OFF

:TING

This Ad Starts Wednesday,
JANUARY 14, 1970
and goes thru
TUESDAY, JANUARY 20
- - - - sToRf HOURS

er controveraTil-tbiSSUmer tssue
House-Senate
Joint
in
now
conference- bill to ban radiotelevision cigarette advertising
starting in 1971.
Michigan's Philip A.' Hart,
chairman of an environment

LB. )
c\
CARTON

You may use our Lay-Away

. Savings

three days of hearings on a bill
to provide minimum standacds
for guarantees covering consumer products with electrical,
mechanical or thermal components.
bone Aso is involved in anoth-

Carnation
Evaporated
(
T
rausi
all

GIRL'S WINTER
1

Iles and MO have hot issues of
their own.
Frank E. Moss of Utah, cha-ir!nail of a consumer subcommittee, has a hearing next Friday
to evaluate fair packaging laws.
The following week Moss has

THREE Cot POE',

U. S. No. 1 RED

POTATOES

10 Lb. Bag __ 29c

With This Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase. Excluding Cigarettes and Dairy products.
Void After January 20th.
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Thousands upon thousands
of satisfied customers agree...

Tex Ritter •
For SenatLr?
MURRAY, Ky. — Nearly 2,000
school children from Kentucky
and surrounding states are expected to attend "Rapunzel and
the Witch," the 15th annual
Children's Theater production at
Murray State University, Jan.
Several party spokesmen said 15-17.
Ritter, a member of the Cows.
Middleton,
try Music Hall of Fame who Directed by Donald
lives in Nashville, would an. drama instructor, the play will
flounce his candidacy at the be presented in the university
same time that Claude Robert- auditorium at 9:30 a.m, on each
son enters the race for the GOP date.
gubernatorial nomination.
Cast members are Jan Wilder,
Robertson it was understood, Broolcport, Ill., as Rapunzel;
vould introduce Ritter. Robert- Linda Brownfield, Murray, as
non, who headed the state Re- the witch; Brad Smith, Owens-Anti-an Party until his resigna- boro, as Prince Eric; Becky
tion last year, was expected to
Carter, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
announce his candidacy for governor at a news conference at as Margot; Bob Dungan, Vanthe Nashville Sheratai this della, Ohio, as Otto; Rudy McCormick, Louisville, as the enafternoon.
Should Ritter run for the seat chanted tree; Sharon Rock,
held by Demo:ratio Sen. Albert Owensboro, as the enchanted
Gore, his primary Republi- plant; and Buddy Fugate, Brookcan opponent probably would be port, 111., as the stone.
Rep.William E. Brock of the 3rd
Tickets are 50 cents plus tax.
District.

Naugahyde Recli
$48.
Philco refrigerat
now
Bedroom suite,
now
Dinette suite, wa
now
Westinghouse ran
now
Living room suite
now
Hotpoint refriger
$39.50,
no
9 x 11 linoleum r
Come in and bro
we have lots of
advertised/

NASHVILLE
- Singing
cowboy Tex Ritter will announce
his candidacy for the Republican nomination to the O.S.Senate this afternoon, high.ranking
GOP officials said today.

Beef

Rib Steak

980

Bone-in Lb
'

Super-Right 12 Oz. Pkg.

Skinless Franks....480

690

Freshly—(3.1..b. Pkg. or More)

Ground Beef _ _ _ _ Lb.
Chicken Parts w/Rib Attached

FRIBA
FISH
FRY!

, A

Whole Breast...

s eosy to Leap o sweet,
disposit.on nhen in".• lax
problems get you down. Just
tok• it to BLOCK where
trainxd tax mon know the
onswers. Quickly, at low cost,
your tax return is done with
guaranteed accuracy. You
keep sonilingl
GUARANTEE
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return.
If we snake any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest.

America's Largest Tax Service with Over,4000 Offices
113

Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

Weshkigton Red Or Golden

Van Camp's

Delicious Apples....111-39c Pork & Beans
A

Crisp

Green Onions

2 bunches

Swift's

291; Vienna sausage
PARAMOUNT
ifito- stoo
' CHILI w/BEANS

Marvel

Saltines

r eiNIOnt
a'r QUALITY

73onz.$100
4unzs

Potted Meats
Balard's

Cinnamon Rolls

OR

TAMALES

$1
"

Chili
VP 1.

THY..

LADY SCOTT

BATHROOM
TISSUE
.
16,11a-r

2OFF LABEL

White Potatoes..712,;$1°°
Jane Parker Buttermilk

Bread

Say goodbye to nowhere work. Make up for it with
an Air Force job with a future.
Punching 16lock just to earn a living.. that's
a drag. Man needs the rewards of getting ahead!!
In the U.S. Air Force you learn a space age skill
that suits your particular ability...jet engine mechanic, accountant,- photographer, weather
observer, medical lab assistant, and`on...there's
no end to the opportunities.
Pay's steady, With promotions, world travel,
and 30 days' paid vacation a year.

T-Sgt, Joe C. Skinner or S-Sgt. Bennie W. Sams
Century Building, 17 & Broadway
Paducah, Ky. Phone 442-2426

ruZz.19

41MALAF
F
ie
Adr
g
WITH THIS COUPON YOU PAY
FAMILY

344

LARGE
MtD-21t
GOOD ONLY AT A & P OFFER EXPIRES API.
"
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE ON ANY ONE SIZE

TASTER'S
On
CHOICE
COFFEE
WITH THIS COUPON GOOD
ONLY AT A & P FOOD STORES
COUPON EXPIRES SAT., JAN. 17
GUI-AR PRICE WITHOUT COU
WIT I COUPON PER CUSTOME

79

HUNT'S
TOMATO 10 sc.
c ez,990
SAUCE
WITH THIS COIrPtIN GOOD
---"'ONLY AT A 1. P FOOD STORES
COUPON GOOD THRLI SAT., JAN. 17.
REGULAR PRICE WITHOUT COUPON
F
LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER

o LADY SCOTT FACIAL
TISSUES
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD AT A Ic P STORES
COUPON EXPIRES SAT.,JAN. Ith
LIMIT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER

o
o

2 2,32,cest. 39c

ULAR PRICE

WITHOUT COUPON

AP t it

iiiti l'Ap

..... 31e OFF LABEL
,.......
21 Os in A
....•
AJAX
4•••...
.101.
Can 1711
CLEANSER
www
.......
wpm THIS COUPON
....,
.1....
.....
GOOD AT A & P STORES
....011/PON EXPIRES SAT.. JAN. 17
IT I COUPON PER CUSTOMER
II•••• ..
...,
OVLAR PRICE WITHOUT couPoi3

—_—
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Girls Allowed
Padgett Heads
To Wegr Slacks
Hickman County CARLIN, Nèv.
— High
girls here now have perFund Campaign school
mission to wear slacks to class

i'ulton, Ky. Thursday. January 15, 100 Page 5
41!
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USED
Furniture Bargains

r

Naugahyde Recliners (new)
$48.88 and $58.88
Philco refrigerator, was $50,
.
$44.50
now
Bedroom suite, was $49.95
now
$42.95
Dinette suite, was $39.95,
now
$29.95
Westinghouse range, was $50,
$42.50
now
Living room suit*, was $39.$5,
now
. $2945
Hotpoint refrigerator, was
now
$39.50,
$32.50
$4.88
9 x 12 linoleum rugs
Come in and browse around;
we have lots of bargains not
advertised!

WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Phone 472-3421
Fulton

INCOME TAX returns prepared. 35 years experience.
Wilford Bostick, 20/ 3rd Street,
Phone 472-1547.
The policy advisory committee (Board of Directors) of the
Mississippi River Economic
Opportunity Council Inc. Will
bald its annual reorganization
meeting at 7:30 p. m. on Jannary 15, 1970 at the Kane Community Center in Clinton -Kenlucky. Low-income representatives elected from C A G
groups., will be seated as directors and special interest
delegates representatives will
have an opportunity to elect
di.cetors at this time to serve
for 4970

attirtiThe
In Dollars and Cents?
Who would take care of the children —
Who would do the cooking, Ironing, Washing
etc.. etc., etc. If she were nt, longer there? Prudential has a plan you need to know about.
TOMMY SCEARCE
Prudential Insurance Company
Limmi. Phone 472-2562

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tartar Sauce
French Friss

1

•
00.

•

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1. 5
Children 75c

DERBY
40

measl
RUBELLA ( gerMan
BIRTH 'FECTS:

maball! isatete ec,

RESTAURANT
-Fulton, Ky.

Lee a

THEAPIRCUSSIONS
MAGGIE
EVERY THURSDAY HITE

NSV
C

ead or deT

5'

—E.
CLINTON, Ky.,
H. Padgett of Clinton has been
named Hickman County campaign director for the annual
"March of Dimes" fund raising
drive against birth defects.'
The fund-raising appeal to
fight Atirth defects has grown
out of the drive against polio
held in years past. Hickman
County "polio auctions" under
the leadership of Padgett, have
raised more than two thousand
dollars annually to fight the
disease.

in the lest epidemic

hP
AVIS,KEN'TUCKY

AENT Of

«ft

Hurd Begins
Terns As New
Clinton Mayor
—Fred
CLINTON, Ky.,
Hurd began his first term as
mayor of Clinton this week succeeding Kaylor Austin who did
not seek re-election.
On the new council with Hurd
are Bobby Yates, Joe Barber,
John Craddock, Morris Jackson
and Horace Titsworth, all holdovers from the previous council.
Larry Lewis is the sl xth
counc i Im an.

CAMPAIGN FOR UNBORN CHILDREN—Gov. Louie B. Nunn presented
a $50,000 Christmas gift from his contingency fund to Kentucky's future
children as he launched a drive to raise $1.2 million for purchase of vaccine
to wipe out German measles. Speaking to a seminar of representatives from
P-TA and women's groups, the Governor urged them to make the fund raising drive their project to avert a possible epidemic of rubella in the 1970's.
Mrs. George Spoonamore Jr., Stanford, president of the Kentucky Congress
of P-TAs, attended the seminar and joined the Governor's campaign for
"children yet unborn."

Loyalty
Linda Mann
Oath Called Is Bride Of
Unneeded
Max Britt

when the temperature drops below 15 degrees.
"You can't buy a skirt in a
dress shop anymore that's a de
cent length to keep warm," said
Principal Jay Andreason, whe
sent about 30 girls borne
Wednesday when they showed
up in 10-below-zero weather
wearing slacks.
Most of the girls returned in
skirts, and Andreason called the
138 Carlin High students to a
meeting at which they decided
to relax their dregs standard.
Andreason said he would have
permitted slacks if the girls had
asked before donning them, but
said that the minute the temperature goes above 15, "they've
agreed to go back to wearing
dresses."

Vows Are Said
in Fulton.

—Miss
FULTON, Ky.,
Barbara Gail Adams, daughter
The
WASHINGTON
— An- of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Adams,
FULTON, Ky.,
loyalty oath on federal job ap- nouncement is made today of
and Gary Harris, son of Mr. and
plications has had no legal et- the marriage of Miss Linda Kaye
Mrs. Luther Harris of Hickman
fact for months and an appli- Mann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
were united in marriage on
cant is under no requirement to James W. Mann, Fulton, and
Sunday afternoon, Jan. 4, at
sign it, the Civil Service Com- Max Britt, son of Mrs. Mildred
First Baptist Church in Fulton.
mission says.
Britt of W a ter Valley. They
The Rev. James W. Best, pasThe law requiring the loyalty were unit ed in marriage on
tor of the church, conducted the
oath was voided here last June-4 Sept. 12 at the home of the Rev.
double-ring ceremony.
by U.S. District Court and the G. H. Tichenor, pastor' of the
Miss Alice Adams, cousin of
Justice Department decided First Baptist Church, Metropothe bride, served as maid of
against an appeal.
lis, Ill., at 11:30 a.m.
honor and Dan Voegeli of Fulton
The oath is still being signed
The only attendants were was best man.
Jy thousands of applicants, the
Miss Nancy Conway and Billy
The couple will reside in Murcommission said. It added that Shaw, both of Mayfield.
ray where they attend Murray
membership in a subversive orbride is a 1969 honor State University.
ganization is still grounds for The
graduate of Fulton City High
refusing federal employment.
is a freshman at
The oath remains on civil School and
University.
service forms, primarily be- Murray State
cause of a pending challenge to The bridegroom :is employed
another section of the form. The by General Tire and Rubber Co..
Int
_ conamlasion says it intends to of Mayfiekk
revise the form when the other Mr. and tars. Britt are making their home in Water Valley.
is settled.

MURRAY, Ky.—The National
Shakespeare Company, now on
its seventh annual tour of the
United States and Canada, will
present its production of "Macbeth" at Murray State University Jan. 20.
It is scheduled for 8 p.m. in
the university auditorium.
It is one of three classics being presented during the repertory company's eight-month, 30,000-mile tour.
The play, to star Rob Evan
Collins as Macbeth and Marguerite Davis as Lady Macbeth,
is sponsored by the Musray
State student government.
Tickets will be on sale at the
door.

A

a

Discount Prices
We buy -sell-trade and
Repair

ALL KINDS OF
GUNS

BROADWAY
Gun shop, Sport Center

Carnell Wilson,
Owner

NOTICE
I will be at the City Hall in Fulton

'Macbeth' Set
For January 20

,Adams-Harris

TETS
n-a
Suits, Boots
NEW! ARVIN
RADIOS, TV
STEREOS

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17th
FROM 8:00 A. M. To 3:30 P. M. TO SELL
1970 VEHICLE LICENSES FOR

Passenger Cars, Trucks, Trailers,
Motorcycles
Please bring your 1969 registration with you.

DEE LANGFORD
FULTON COUNTY COURT CLERK

A

•

GIANT FOODS

Open all day Sundays

Mon. thru Sal. 8 am.-9 pm.

moo

hili

MAYFIELD PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER

At The "GIANT" You

GET THE SAVINGS!

$1
CAKE MIX
5
PEACHES
0
19
S
LL
RO
FOLGE
641E1115cOLEO I.590
FLOUR690sTROAMPOONt2
69
E
TID
Ii ivPA 3
69c
ERELS
BACON 1BANANAS
PILLSBURY

Boxes

DEL MONTE
2 Size Cans
1
2/
(Lin' lit 5 Cans)

HYDE PARK
Brown 'N Serve

CANS

PKG.

PILLSBURY OR
ROBIN HOOD

:LEANSER

5- LB. BAGS

GIANT
SIZE

CHOPSPORK

Big Rolls

19c

-NNW

Martha

Tremon
Rickman

Mary
Owens

Oliver,
Bookkeeper

Nathan is in Dallas at the Furniture Show —
Bargain Hunters Beware -- This is it!

Here's The Salesman RED HOT Prices!
NYLON CARPET

$3.48

312 COIL MATTRESS —
MATCHING BOX SPRING

5 - Piece
DINETTE

The
Set

$29.95

Sq. Yard

$60.00

3- PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE
$179.95 wit
Sofa,2 Chairs
3 - Piece
BED ROOM SUITE

5 -Drawer
CHEST

$115.00

$15.88

ODD MATTRESS'S
$17.00
ODD BOX SPRINGS
$17.00

FIRST CUT

P

it AP

Henry
Bethel

JOHNSON'S CARDINAL

3 1-LB PKGS. $1

GOLD

RIPE

LB-10C

PLATFORM ROCKERS

$21.00

WADE FURNITURE CO.
112 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

:z,-

•

,
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"SWING INTO THE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
iNasv;0 1
E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
1°14e

MiPACKLD with

MONEY-SAitt

106.

2

c .S. Govt.

Fryers Lb

Sliced
Bacon Lb

Round
Steak

Sirloin CICIe
Steak Lb

Lb

Hut( E.

FINE FOR SEASONING

SAUSAGE 10 For 9 FAT BACK Lb. 2 RINTMIP ROAST Lb. 190 ilalD ROAST Lb.190
FRANKS 12-oz, 49t SALT SIDE
Lb. 590 PORKOIN BUTTS Lb. 690 FORK LIVER Lb. 490
Frozen - Patties - Beef Chuckwagon

REELFOOT

Pork ,
Sausage

Reelfoot Corn-Valley

Reelfoot All Meat

•

ologna lb

Neck Bones
Pig Feet
Pig Tails
Pork Neils

h
lunc ' 3
Meats FOR

Reelfoot Sliced 6 oz. pkg.

lb.

WITH THIS COUPON

LARD

CRISCO 3can

LB.

Lite-Flake

1
1

5-tbs.

South Fulton
•nealls.

MM.

MAYONNAISE

Stokely's
2 1/2 size can
(LIMIT 3 PLEASE)

49°
GIANT - SIZE

KRAFT - MIRACLE

49-oz

ONE COUPON PER FAM.:

lbs.

-41111111b. •011111N. •1111•111•. .41111111.• .111•110.

PEACHES

Hyde-Park

Reelfoot

And Additional $5.00 Purchase. Excluding Milk
Products,

25°360

Home Baked Bread
From Our Union City
Bakery
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

6 STICKS

SPAs9OES
12for6'90
TENDER COOK

I LB. BAGS

190 MARGARINE Lb.
10c off
aluiPiJELLY3for $1 PEAS mackeye 2for LU
3 ibs.S1 REEET MILK gal.$1.15
OLEO ,
$3.89 PEANUTS 3 CANS $1

TID

GOLDEN - RICH

k

r

TOM'S HOSTESS

6-os.

1.1

MEAT PIES
5 $1
VIENNA — VAN CAMP 4-oz.

CREAM PIES ORANGE JUICE TAMALES

3 fm- 890 5 f,(7)./:.,„ $01

$1

4 for $1

NESTLE'S CHOCOLATE

SAUSAGE 4 for
Qum32-oz 890 fosaiiiFE&6-0F 790 FirACITERS Lb. 250
gal #k
ROYAL
ICE CREAM
Figi each 290
box 1O WAFERS
ea. 250
SWIFT'S PARK LANi
./2

VANILLA — MRS.HUBBARD LB.

25 ,! Celery

5

Radishes
2 FOR

1

'00+."4111111111111161111111•1111111N1010+0••••••••
,
VINO"

Biz

WITH
COUPON

REGULAR
SIZE

9t

(LIMIT ONE COUPON PEN EACH NM PURCHASED)

THIS OFFER GOOD THRU 1-41-10
6000 ONLY AT_E. W. James &$l

CASN VALUE I/MTN OF ONE CENT GOV'T REGULATIONS APPLY
.040.0.04

Tangerines2

Stalk

Dozen

PEN.JAMES tSONSJ
\,?

ip "MAXI-SAVINGS"

SUPERRIARKET

Apples
4 lb. bag
Hyde Park Bread Products
OT DOG BUNS plcgo18 33c
:URGER BUNS pkg of8 33c
BREAD 11 2lb loaf 35c
Bread 11 4lb.loaf 3for Ilk

